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kTHE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING LABORATORY:
An Approach To Measuring Software Technology
F. McGarry
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Over the past several years, we have seen the advent of newer and more disciplined approaches to
the overall task of software development. Such approaches as structured design and development
methodologies, improved management techniques, software metrics and measures, automated de-
velopment tools, refined resource estimation and reliability models, as well as numerous other
disciplines have been impacting the strategies of building, maintaining, and estimating the soft-
ware process and product.
Although the software development community has been presented with these numerous software
development methodologies, each claiming seemingly to be more effective than the other, it has
not been clearly understood, at least in the NASA/Goddard environment, what effects these tech-
niques may have on different phases of the software developmeat process. We have not really
understood if structured programming, automated tools, organizational changes, resource models,
or any of the other technologies would haveany impact (either favorable or unfavorable) on our
own local software development process. It has also been quite apparent that it isnot a trivial
task to define what is a "better" software product. For these reasons, the Software Engineering
Laboratory (SEL) was created at NASA/Goddard in conjunction with the Computer Sciences
Department at The University of Maryland and with the Computer Sciences Corporation - the
prime on/off--site support contractor for the subject environment at Goddard. The SEL set out
to accomplish three basic tasks:
(1) Provide a means of measuring and understanding the software development process at NASA/
Goddard.
(2) Measure the effects of available software development techniques as applied to applications
programs at NASA.
(3) Define, develop, and/or refine those methodologies, models, and tools which will have a
favorable impact on the software process and product at NASA.
The SEL was created in late 1976, and it spent most of the first full year defining factors and
pertinent information that could reasonably and reliably be extracted from software development
tasks. It also defined an experimental process by which varying technologies could be applied to
different projects so that the methodologies, models, and tools could be measured and evaluated.
The experiments involved the application of different sets of software methodologies to different
applications projects within the NASA/GSFC environment.
In order to support the efforts of measuring effects of software techniques, "itwas necessary to
define and implement an extensive monitoring process by which the details of all aspects of the
software development process and product could be extracted for analysis. This involved the
implementation of a software data collection mechanism by which the necessary detailed history
of all aspects of a development project could be archived.
The data collection process has involved five sources of informa:ion for the more than 30 projects
that have been closely monitored since 1077. These sources include:
F. McGarry
NASA, GSFC
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!Data Collection Forms - which are filled out by programmers, managers, technical support.
etc.
At, tomated Co,nputer Accounting Information - such as number of runs, CPU time. etc.
Automated Tools - such as code analyzers.
Subjective Management Data - such as level to which certain approaches were followed.
Personal Interviews - used as a follow up to the forms.
These sources have provided data on about 35 development projects and have resulted in a data
base of historical data approaching 45 megabytes of information.
• The projects that have been involved in the experiments of the SEL have ranged in size from
2.000 lines of source to about 120,000 lines of source with most of the projects falling in the
40.000 to 60,000 size range. All of the subject software has been developed to support flight
d.vnamics requirements of various spacecraft missions supported by Goddard. None of the ex-
perimental data were extracted from synthetic projects.
Before committing resources toward the attempted measurement of the software process and soft-
ware product, the obvious qt, estion that arises is, "Why should we attempt to perform software
1--- measttreme,lts?" There are three reasons for such an effort:
!,l J To better understand the process in our particular environment.
!,2) To provide some rationale for setting standards or guidelines within a particular software de-
velopment community.
1.3) To advance state-of--the-art technology in the overall software development process.
To support these goals of the software measurement process, there are some basic requirements
that must be fulfilled in order to successfully arrive at any conclusions pertaining to the software
being measured. First. we must attempt to understand approaches to existing software method-
ologies and technologies so that we may clearly define just what we are trying to measure: i.e..
we must have access to some software technology base. Second. we must have access to a test
environment so that the techniques of interest may be included in realistic experiments. We t-an-
not assume that synthetic environments using synthetic projects would provide valid measures of
any software technology being studied. The third requirement for supporting the measurement
process is some training medium through which experimental subjects !,whethcr they be managers
or programmers) can be taught proper utilization of software techniques which are to be studied.
The final requirement and certai,fly ont.. of the most evasive and ill defined is a set of measures
by which we can gauge both :he software development process as well as the product.
An attempt has been made in the SEL to provide the essential components needed in the mt-as-
urement of software technology. Through 4 years of extracting inlbrmation from development
projects, the SEL has learned that the measurement process is not only difficult, but it is ex-
pensive, in order to collect int'orm:ttion, process the software data. and analyze them. an o_er-
head as much as 25 percent has been encountered with the projects under study. Although tllis
overhead may seem extreme, it has found that there are immediate and subtle benefits from the
o_erall nleast_rement process which greatly reduce the actual total cost of the experimentatio:_.
F. McGarry
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Based on the SEL experiences, the importance of collecting software development data and meas-
uring development methodologies cannot be overemphasized. Before we can ever expect to im-
prove the process by which we develop software as well as the software product it.,elf, we must
understand our own environment as well as the possible effects that changing technologies may
have on this environment.
f
F. McGarty
N ,USAGSFC
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THE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING LABORATORY:
Measuring the Effects of Software Methodologies Within the Software
Engineering Laboratory
V. Basili and J. Bailey
University of Maryland
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=WE HAVE EXAMINED A SET OF PROJECTS "
• DEALINGWITH GROUNDSUPPORTSOFTWARE
• RANGING FROM 2K TO 101K DEVELOPEDSOURCELINES
• DURATION RANGING FROM 4.6 TO 17.4 MONTHS
_-- • EFFORT RANGING FROM 5 TO 138STAFF MONTHS
• AVERAGESTAFF SIZE FROM 1 TO 8 PEOPLE
• PRODUCTIVITY FROM 413 TO 1068 DEVELOPEDSOURCE
- LINES/STAFFMONTH WITH AN AVERAGEOF 668 DEVELOPED
- SOURCELINES/STAFF MONTH
• DATA COVERSDESIGNTHROUGH ACCEPTANCETEST
• INCLUDESMANAGER, PROGRAMMERANI_SUPPORTSTAFF
v. B=._
LT.of ._uryhmd
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PROJECTS VARY WITH RESPECTTO THE SET OF SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES USED AND .'THEEXTENT TO WHICH
THEY WERE USED
• THERE WAS FORMAL TRAINING FOR SOME PROJECTS
EACHPROJECTWAS RATED WITH RESPECTTO
• A LARGESET OF FACTORS
• COVERING ENVIRONMENT, METHODOLOGY,EXPERIENCE,PERFORM-
ANCE, ETC.
• VALUES WEREGIVEN ON A SIX POINT SCALE
• RATINGS WERESUBJECTIVE
• RELATIVE TO THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
• DONE NEAR END OF PROJECTWITHOUT KNOWLEDGEOF THE
PRODUCTIVITY RESULTS
• BY NASA(McGARRY),CSC(PAGE}AND•UNIVERSITYOF MARYLAND
(BASILI}
_
V. B_di
U. of Mary.land
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RELATIONSHIP BE'I'WEEN PRODUCTIVITY AND VARIOUS FACTORS
• NO SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP BETWEENPRODUCTIVITY AND
SIZE
(NO POINT IN CATEGORIZING BY SIZE)
• METHODOLOGYFACTORS
FOR ALL THAT SHOWEDA DIFFERENCEAMONG PROJECTS,THEi CORRELATIONSBETWEENMETHODOLOGYAND PRODUCTIVITY:
PDL 0.26
FORMAL DESIGN REVIEW* 0.62
DESIGN FORMALISM 0.38
DESIGN DECISIONNOTES* 0.62
DESIGNWALK-THROUGH 0.28
•CODE WALK-THROUGH 0.19
CODE READING* 0.58
TOP DOWNDESIGN -0.19
STRUCTUREDCODE 0.02
LIBRARIAN USE** 0.52
CHIEF PROGRAMMERTEAM* 0.62
FORMALTEST PLP,NS** 0.51
HEAVY MANAGEMENTINVOLVEMENT -0.09
FORMALTRAINING* 0.58
TOP DOWNCODE 0.29
*SIG. < 0.01
**SIG. < 0.05
IP
P v. Ba.tzli
U. of .'_ t,tnd
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OTHER FACTORS
• TRIED THE FOLLOWING:
-- CUSTOMERINTERFACE COMPLEXITY
-ICUSTOMER ORIGINATED PROGRAMDESIGN CHANGES
-- COMPLEXITY OF: APPLICATION PROCESSING,PROGRAMFLOW,
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION, EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION, DATA
BASECOMPLEXITY,JERRY'S GENERALCOMPLEXITY RATING
-- CONSTRAINTS: I/O CAPABILITY, TIMING, MAIN STORE
-- PROGRAMMINGGROUP EXPERIENCE: MACHINE FAMILIARITY,
LANGUAGE FAMILIARITY, APPLICATION EXPERIENCE,SAME TYPE
BEFORE
"HARDWARE CHANGES DURING DEVELOPMENT
- PERCENTREAL TIME OR INTERACTIVE*
- PERCENTPROGRAMMERINVOLVED IN SPECIFICATIONS
• ALL BUT ONE SHOWEDNO SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION WITH
PRODUCTIVITY
"SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE AT 0.05 LEVEL IN WRONGDIRECTION
(1. E., HIGHER % REAL TIME --_HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY)
f
v. Ba=li
L'.of ._ land
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BASEDUPON A SIMILAR STUDY BY DOUGBROOKS(IBM/FSD)
• TRIED TO SEE IF METHODOLOGY HADA SIGNIFICANT EFFECTON
PRODUCTIVITY
• USEDA STATISTICAL TEST TO SEE IF THE PROJECTSWITH HIGH
METHODOLOGY USE CAME FROM A DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT
(WITH RESPECTTO PRODUCTIVITY) THAN THE PROJECTSWITH.A
i LOW METHODOLOGY USE
• THE DATA USEDWAS BASEDUPONA RELATIVE RANKING RATHER
THAN AN ABSOLUTERATING
• THE APPROACHWAS : "
1- -- DIVIDE THE RATINGS FOR EACHTECHNIQUE INTO 3 CATEGORIES:
LOW (-1), MEDIUM (0), HIGH (1) (DONE TO OFFSET DIFFERENCESIN
SCALES)
-- ADD THE RATINGSTO GET A CUMULATIVE METHODOLOGYRATING
-- DIVIDE PROJECTSINTO GROUPSBASEDUPONTHEIR RATING AND
ANALYZE USINGTHE MANN-WHITTNEY-U TEST (NONPARAI_iETRIC
STATISTICS)
v. B_m]i
U.of M=rylxad
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RESULTS
GROUP: LOW MEDIUM HIGH
RATINGS: (-11, -9, -9, -9) (2, 2, 2, 1, 0, -1, -3, -3) (12, 11, 8, 5, 5, 3)
PRODUCTIVITY: 535 DL/SM 660 DL/SM 768 DL/SM
RESULT:
LOWDIFFERENT FROM MEDIUM U HIGH (SIG. AT 0.05)
HIGH DIFFERENT FROM MEDIUM U LOW(SIG. AT 0.03)
GROUP: LOW HIGH
RATINGS: (-11, -9, -9, -9, -3, -3, -1) (0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 8, 11, 12)
PRODUCTIVITY: 602 DL/SM 710 DL/SM
RESULT:
LOW DIFFERENT FROM HIGH {SIG.AT C.05)
V. B=_[i
U. of M.t.,'ytand
7o1'8
CONCLUSION
WE CAN SHOW THAT METHODOLOGY HAS A SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE
EFFECT ON PRODUCTIVITY.
V. E=.=IJ
U. of Maur_Lind
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SOFTWARE COST/RESOURCE MODELING:
John R. Golden, James R. Mueller, BarbaraAnselm
Xerox Corporation, Rochester, New York
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The purpose of this paper is to briefly review the methodology and model developed by Larry
Putnam t and present some results of their application at Xerox.
In The Mythical Man-Month,2 Brooks stated that time and effort are not linearly related. Put-
ham's software costing model, based on Norden3 Rayleigh product life _'cle concepts, enables
managers to define time and effort quantitatively. The tradeoff laws governing attempts to re-
duce development time by the adding of more people become highly non-linear, effort being
proportional to the inverse fourth power of development time; and some development times are
not possible at all.
The key attributes of Putnam's approach include the showing of trade-offs between time and
effort, establishing a schedule (dynamic) for loading, establishing the feasible development range,
. a theoretical and empirical basis, an associated computational model, ard the potential establish- , .
ing of a baseline against which new technologies for software development can be measured.
Methodology Summary (Detailed discussion in references 1 and 6.)
Putnam used the ide:.,sdeveloped by Norden4 describing the project life beginning with the ob-
servation that the rate of doing work (manpower) is equal to the work remaining times a linear
function of time which Norden called the "pace" of the work (also call_ a linear "learning"
curve by ParrS). The "pace" factor has dimensions of reciprocal time so in some sense corre-
sponds to instantaneou_ natural frequencies of the project team. The equation states that the
rate of accomplishment slows as the work remaining decreases and increases with time. That is,
people tend to increase their "pace" more in response to the time remair.ing rather than the
work remaining.
If y (t) is the work done at time t, K is the total work to be done, and r_ is the development
time. the differential equation is
._. dy 2at(K y) where a l/2td-' (I)dt
A particular solution of (1) is y = K, and the general solution of the reduced equation is
y = c exp(-at2) _o that for y(0) = [k. we have
y = K(I - erat2) (2)
or in differential form for the power curve,
._"= 2atK e-z:2 (3_
A key property of Putnam's approach was the development of the __t'twareequation which
relates the principal parameters of development time, total effort. _%stemsize and the de-
velopment environment. Putnam linearized (3) by using logarithmic ..':lotsof ._ t versas t-"
f and noted that systems with similar levels of software work or dlx::."alt.v lay along lines of
constant intercept. K ",.,-'. Thus, he asserted that Kitd2 is a fundamer.tal system parameter -
related to difficulty, that is, the software work to be done *not the _:ze0f the s.vstemk
J.Golden
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It is reasonable to expect productivity to be the same only for systems of the same difficulty.
To determine the relationship of productivity and difficulty, Putnam took data from hun-
dreds of systems and plotted productivity, P = S/K (where S is the number of source lines
of code), versus difficulty, D = K/td2, such that P = cDx. He found x to be approximately
-2/3. Solving for S, we have
S = cKIDtd4.13 (4)
Equation (4) is called the software equation and c is a constant related to the technology
level of the systems development environment.
It is the software equation that indicates the non-linearity of Brool_'s law: Effort is propor-
tional to the inverse fourth power of development time.
Finally, to examine the effect of time on difficulty, Putnam calculated the difficulty gradi-
ent which consists of directional derivatives of D with respect to td and K. The magnitude
of this gradient is dominated by the term in the negative development time direction (td)
and is approximately 2K/td3 which tells us that difficulty increases as time decreases. The
trace of constant gradient, K = bt_, where b is an empirical constant, when inserted into the
software equation (4) yields the minimum developmeht time:
S = cbl/3 td7/3 " (5)
The constants b (there are five in Putnam's current model corresponding to varying system
._ complexity) determine the minimum development time for a given technology constant and
system size by using (5). The corresponding K may then be calculated using (4).
Thus, the only way to effect the minimum possible development time given a system of a
certain size and complexity is by improvir,g the development environment with new method-
ologies and software tools and not by adding more people:
Results From SeveralSystems at Xerox
A preliminary examination of the applicability of Putnam's model to :he Xerox environment has
been conducted using Project Status Report data and results from interviews with the first line
managers for four development projects (Figure I). The estimates of time and effort predicted
by the model for the minimum development were close to the actual figures for two of the four
projects (A and B). The third project, C, exceeded the estimated minimum development time by
20% and required approximately half tile effort which the model would predict as required for
the minimum time. This shows the inverse fourth power law of time versus effort since !.24 =
2.07. The D project exceeded the minimum time by 15% to further illustrate the tradeofL
,p
This evidence of the time/effort tradeoff illustrates the potential savings attainable when develop-
ment time is extended by a few months.
Figure 2 shows the actual manloading for the B project compared with that estimated by the
Putnam model. These results, similar to those experienced in working with the other projects,
show that the Norden-Rayleigh model basically describes the manloading pattern actually experi-
enced by Xt rox.
That allowiHgmore time results in a lower cost may seem counterintuitive, for many managers
see costs in:reasing.with increasing time. But these cases are associated with overruns usually
r I. Golden
Xerox
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demonstrating poor estimating originally, or tile t:efusal to effectively manage tile inevitable
changes required during development. Thus, when a longer lime is planned, the result can be
signific:mtly lower cost. Conversely, if too many people are applied t'-'i"ffff'_on, the result will be
higher cost with no positive effect on time.
if, however, time is of the essence, the model will show the resulting cost and warn of potential
problems as the minimum time is approached. Perhaps the most important feature of the model
is the estnnate of minimum development lime. This gives us a tool to demonstrate the risk of
artifically imposed dates so prevalent in systems projects. Management can be appraised quanti-
tatively of the inherent risk of compressing schedules.
The important € of breaking down a project into more manageable prices is clear, for not only
will the system be cheaper, but early releases of those pieces will allow benefits to accrue earlier.
if a project gets into difficulty, do not try to add more people, but consider descoping, if this
is not feasible, accept the slip and learn from it. The Putnam model tells t,s that the application
of people to software development should lbllow the cu_'e shown in Figure 2. or as "Brooks-'
second law" state_: Adding more folks to a late project makes it later.
It is important to t,nderstand that this model is not a substitute for project management but
rather is a key input, namely the software component. Physical factors st,oh as hardware acqui-
sition and human factors such as training must be accounted for externally.
One difficult and unresolved'problem with the use of this or any similar model is system sizing.
that is. extimating lines of code. It follows that a good reqt, irements and system specification is
needed. We believe the use of structured analysis and design will allow thtr appropriate correla-
tions to be computed. For example, the number of process bubbles on a fully decomposed data
flow diagram and the nt, mber of data elements may replace lines of code as key inputs.
SUMMARY: That a significant stride toward making software cost estimating and management
"craft" rather than "witchcraft" is indicated in the following summary of our key points:
I. Time and effort are not linearly related: effort is proportional to the inverse fourth power
of development time. Therefore. time is reD" expensive. Improving the development en-
vironment can offset this expense.
2. Productivity (source lines per work-year) is not t'onstant but is a function of system diM-
culty and the development environment.
..o
3. There is an intrinsic minimum development time which, given a system to be built of a cer-
tain size and complexity, t-an only be affected by improving the development environment
with new methodologies and software tools and not by adding more _eople.
4. The imix_rtance of implementing new methodologies is cle:_r, for with a good estimate of
size anti complexity, tile model gives predictive indications for time. effort and loading and
therefore, can more readily accommodate change.
,.
!. (;olden
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AGENDA
• REVIEW OF PUTNAM'S SOFTWARE EQUATION AND IMPLICATIONS
• SOME RESULTS AT XEROX
• • • EFFECTCN DEVELOPMENTTIME ON RELATIVE ERROR
P J, (;_lden
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THE NORDEN-RAYLEIGH DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
• RATE OF WORK ACCOMPLISHMENT IS EQUAL TO THE WORK REMAIN-ING T=MES THE "PACE"
LET I - -
Y(t) = WORK COMPLETED AT TIME
K = TOTAL WORK
"- td = DEVELOPMENT TIME
THEN
dY t
= -- (K - Y) (1)
td2
AND
Y(t) = K(1 - e"t2/2td2) (2) -,
dY Kt e_t212td2
dt td2 (3)
IP
J. G_kJen
" Xerox
90( 22
0LINEARIZE (3)BY TAKING LOGARITHMS AND PLOTTING
dY/dt VERSUS t 2
log /_-_ = log --K _ t2/2td2
td2\L/
K
-- REPRESENTS"DIFFICULTY"-__
td2
,_ FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEM PARAMETER
tP
J. (;olden
X_x
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PRODUCTIVITY (P = S/K) IS A FUNCTION OF DIFFICULTY, THAT IS,
PRODUCTIVITY IS NOT A CONSTANT NOR CAN IT BE DETERMINED
BY MANAGEMENT
P=cD -x OR K c
PUTNAM FOUND x _ 2/3
SOLVING FOR S WE .HAVE THE SOFTWARE EQUATION
S = cKl/3tcl a'/3 (4)
OR
K = $3/c3 td4
P
J. G_klen
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TIME AND EFFORT ARE NOT LINEARLY INTERCHANGEABLE
/
BROOKS' FIRST LAW
AND THE SOFTWARE EQU,,_TION SHOWS US HOW NON-LINEAR IT IS.
1P
J. (;olden
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WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF TIME ON DIFFICULTY?
CALCULATE GRADIENT
2K (_d)+(_ ^
VD - (K)
tdz
TERM IN NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENT TIME DIRECTION DOMINATES - "
" THE GRADIENT.
SUBSTITUTING THE TRACE OF CONSTANT GRADIENT, K = BT3,
WHERE B IS AN EMPIRICAL CONSTANT, INTO THE SOFTWARE
EQUATION (4) YIELDS THE EQUATION FOR MINIMUM DEVELOP-
MENT TIME:
S = cBV3td?13 (5)
3. (.;olden
Xerox
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THUS, THE ONLY WAY TO EFFECT THE MINIMUM POSSIBLE
DEVELOPMENTTIME IS BY IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT•AND NOT
BY ADDING MORE PEOPLE.
OR
ADDING MORE FOLKSTO A LATE PROJECTMAKES IT LATER.
BROOKS'SECONDLAW
J. C,oldca
Xc'rox
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Comparison of Resource Estimates
Putnam vs. Xerox Actual
DEVELOPMENT TIME -
--- CALENDAR MONTHS EFFORT-MAN MONTHS
PUTNAM MINIML_I ACTUAL . PUTNAM PUTNAM VALUEESTIMATE FOR ACTUAL FOR ACTUAL
TIM E ESTIMATE DATA DATAMINIMUM TIME TIME
A 12.0 11.0 124 167 176
B 12.7 13 83 S2 76
C 12.8 15 304 1._0 161
D t0.2 11.7 70 ?I 41
'It,.
J. G')iden
_er,,),
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FIGURE 2 COMPARESACTUAL LOADING WITH RAYLEIGH LOADING.
"..... THESE RESULTSARE SIMILAR TO OTHERSIN XEROX SUGGESTING
THAT THE RAYLEIGH LOADING IS CLOSETO WHAT WE DO.
X_ox
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CONCLUSIONS
• PLANNING A LONGER TIME RESULTS IN SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER COST
(INVERSE FOURTH POWER LAW).
• APPLYING TOO MANY PEOPLE TOO SOON RESULTS IN HIGHER COST -
PERIOD! USE THE RAYLEIGH LOADING CURVE.
• PAY ATTENTION TO THE MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT TIME.
• BREAK PROJECTS INTO SMALLER PIECES.
• USE THE TRADEOFF LAW IN PLANNING.
• RECOGNIZE PRODUCTIVITY IS NOT CONSTANT BUT IS A FUNCTION OF
SYSTEM DIFFICULTY AND THE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT.
• RECOGNIZE THE DYNAMIC NATURE OF SYSTEM BUILDING AND USE
THE MODEL TO HELP MANAGE CHANGE.
J. (_lden
Xet_t
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MANLOADING ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL
RESULTSFROM SEVERAL SYSTEMS AT XEROX
• PROJECTS A AND B ARE CLOSE TO MINIMUM TIME
• PROJECT C EXCEEDS MINIMUM TIME BY 20% AND REQUIRED HALF THE
EFFORT THE MODEL WOULD PREDICT FOR MINIMUM.
• TRADEOFF SEEMS "REAL"
REFER TO FIGURE 1
f
J. Golden
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• SPEND RESOURCES ON IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT TO HAVE
REAL IMPACT. !
• TRY TO DE-SCOPE A PROJECT IN TROUBLE RATHER THAN ADDING
MORE PEOPLE. (I AM NOT OPTIMISTIC ABOUT THIS PROCESSIF
SYSTEM WAS NOT WELL DESIGNED.)
• PUTNAM'S MODEL IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR PROJECT MANAGE-
MENT BUT RATHER IS A KEY INPUT.
• SYSTEM SIZING POSES A MAJOR DIFFICULTY; LINES OF CODE IS
FELT TO BE WANTING.
• STRUCTURED ANALYSIS MAY BE AN ANSWER TO ENVIRONMENT
AND SIZING.
J. (_Men
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EFFECTOF DEVELOPMENT TIME ON RELATIVEERROR
CALCULATE THE EFFECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT TIME, td, ON THE
RELATIVE ERROR, E = S1/S, USING PUTNAM'S SOFTWARE EQUATION: i
S = cK1/3td4/3
S IS TOTAL SOURCE LINES
$1 IS SOURCE LINES IN ERROR
f-
TO DO THIS WE CALCULATE THE TOTAL DERIVATIVE OF E WITH
RESPECT TO td
_'
J.Golden
Xerox
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S = cKl/3td 413 SOFTWAREEQUATION
dE dE dS
dtd dS dtd
s1 dS
- SINCE E = S1/S$2 dtd
_ S1 cK1/3 4 td4/3
ES
tdl/3 (ES= S1)cKl/3$2
4 tdll3/cKll3td413
= - EcK 1/3-_-
4
F_. 3 E/td
dE 4 dtd
- SEPARATINGVARIABLE
E 3 td
4
logE - 3 logtd + ct INTEGRATING
E = _Itd4/3
J. Golden
Xerox
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SOFTWARE COST/RESOURCE MODELING:
Deep Space Network Software Cost Estimation Model
Robert J. Tausworthe
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91103
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a parametric software cost estimation model prepared for JPL Deep Space
Network (DSN) Data Systems implementation tasks. The resource estimation model incorporates
principles and data from a number of existing models, such as those of the General Research
Corp., Doty Associates, IBM (Walston-Felix), Rome Air Force Development Center, Uaiversity of
Maryland. and Rayleigh-Norden-Putnam. The model calibrates task magnitude and difficulty.
development environment, and software technology effects through prompted responses to a set
of approximately 50 questions. Parameters in the model are adjusted to fit JPL seftware life-
cycle statistics. The estimation model output scales a standard DSN Work Breakdown Structure i
skeleton, which is then input to a PERT/CPM system, producing a detailed schedule and resource
budget for the project being planned.
"The research rcportai m ttus paper v,as performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California lnstilute of Technolog3,
spon_red b._ the National Aeronautics and Space Admin_ralton. under _ntract NAS7-100.
NAS,_'JPL
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1. INTRODUCTION
The _early--onestimation of required resources and schedule for the development and maintenance
of software has been one of the least precise aspects of the software life cycle, and yet, an orderly
and rational attempt is necessary to plan and organize an implementation effort. Such an ap-
proach implies the need for a resource and schedule model that accepts as input the technical re-
quirements to be achieved; the enormity of the task; the physical, environmental, human, and
management constraints assumed or known to be in effect: the history, base of similar and dissim-
ilar experience; the means, alternatives, and technology available _o the task: and a theory which
is capable of correlating these parameters with measured results.
The least precise of such models is one which relies entirely on experience, intuition, and luck.
It is sometimes referred to as a "WAG", or "Wildly Aspiring Guess."* When a more formalized,
mathematical model with some statistical verifit.-ationcan be formulated, the model appelation is
upgraded to "Scientific WAG," or "SWAG".
The prediction of human programming behavior is a problem in_estimating a series of events in a
stochastic process governed by an unknown probability function. Tile goal of a SWAG model is
therefore to predict the events in such a way as to produce minimum variance (or risk). The
optimum SWAG model can predict only to the limit imposed by the statistic_il distribution actu-
ally characterizing the human activity.
The optimal SWAG model would require the precise quantifie._tion of all technical, environmental,
management, and human behavioristic parameters, and would combine these into a mathematical
Ibrmula producing maximum likelihood resul.*s. Lacking this precise quantification, the best that
one may hope for in a SWAG model is that it accommodate the principal factors effecting the
estimate variance (or risk) in a way that reduces the variance (or risk) from what it would be,
had that factor not been included.
Ti_ere are a number of SWAGs in existence. Fourteen software cost estimation models are sum-
marized in Ref. I, and nine were evaluated for use by the Jet Propulsion Laboratot3" in Ref. 2.
None et"these, by itself, seemed to the author to contain sufficient range of application and
ad_*ptability to the diverse kinds of software being produced at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. as
to quantify :he relevant cost factors and risks with sufficient accuracy to be useful. Taken all
together, however, these models seemed to possess, in their union, the potential for as good a
SWAG as could be obtained at the current state of the art.
An IBM studs' (Walston-Felix, Ref. 3) reported the analysis of 50 software projects with respect
to 68 variables believed to influence productivity. Of these, 29 showed a significant, high correla-
tion with pro.iuctivity, and were includod in their estimation model.
A number of otlaer models (General Research Corp., Duty Associates.'TRw. Air Force Electronic
Systems Division.Tecolote, Aerospace Corp.. et. al., reported in Ret'. 1, and the Unis'ersity of
Ma_'land. Ref. 4) provide productivity data with best-fit curves using many fewer parameters.
"More often, the a,._cn*mts ,.,rnev, hat dtlTcrcntly dert¥¢d, b'at v.ith lh_ same"_¢netal ,.'onnotation.
R. Tax,tsl,o_lw
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Still other models, notably the Rayleigh-Norden-Putnam model (Ref. 5, 6) presuppose a few-
parameter, specific mathematical model, which is then calibrated using available industry data to
provide tradeoffs between effort, duration, ar.a risk.
Several models (e.g., Wolverton, Ref. 7) proceed to detail resource expenditures into the various
phases of activity. This TRW model additionally compensates for task difficulty and some en-
vironmental factors. "-
Some of the models are fully automated, such as PRICE-S (ReL 8), SLIM (Ref. 9), and SLICE
(Re'f. 10). The othersappear to be calculative, or perhaps small programs, to be used by project
planning staffs. :
The software cost model described in this paper is fully automated; it borrows and extends fea-
tures from many of the models above. It utilizes 7 factors from the GRC model, 29 factors
from, or similar to, the Walston-Felix model, and incorporates an inherited (or existing) code
model due to the author. It utilizes the PERT estimation technique to estimate the expected
size and variance of the software elements to be produced. It utilizes a modification of the
Rayleigh-Norden-Putnam model to check on the confidence factors associated with the resultant
resource estimates. It applies the estimated effort, staff, and duration to a standard Work Break-
down Structure (WBS) developed tbr JPL Deep Space Network (DSN) software tasks, and auto-
matically produces a task budget and schedule to be used at either the initial system/subsystem
planning, software implementation planning, or software maintenance planning stages of a project.
i--- There are about 70 parameters within the model which relate to productivity, duration, staffing
level, documentation, and computer resources. Another 70 parameters divide the total estimated
effort among WBS subtasks: an additional 70 relate total duration to subtask durations. Subtask
precedences are preset (but adjustable), and arive a PERT/Critical-Path-Method scheduling
algorithm.
The outputs of the model include estimates and variance values for program size, staff productivity,
eflbrt, duration, staffing, documentation, and computer resources, together with confidence level
checking, a complete scheduling early/late start/finish and float-time budget and a Gantt chart
(schedule bar chart) of the planned activities.
All parameters in the automated model are easily altered by a simple text editing process, without
recompilation of the programs. For all its seeming complexity, the model itself is simple to use.
Only a series of questions relating to size and environment need to be answered.
The ensuing sectiot_ of this paper describe the model in more detail. The values of parameters
used currently are subject to modification and refinement as further calibration and usage of the
model proceeds.
Concerning accuracy: at this writing, insufficient data has been collected from DSN projects to
optimize the parameters of the model to fit DSN productivity, duration, etc. Therefore. the
model accuracy is unknown, as pert,_iningto DSN prediction. However, the model does fit in-
dustry statistics (or can be made to fit any of tile cited source models} by proper parameter
selection. For this reason, it is felt that the few JPL data points that have been factored in bill
yield accuracy figures as good as: or perhaps better than. the other models in their stated
environn|ents.
The model is currently being used to estimate and plan all new programming activities invobing
DSN Data S.vstems implementations.
P,. l'_L_vur the
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Software Cost and Resource Estimation Model (the acronum SCAREM is not used!) over-
view appears in Figure l in data-flow-diagram format. Program size and staff productivity factors
are separately estimated and then combined to estimate effort, staffing, duration, documentation,
and computer resources. The model produces uninflated dollar costs for documentation and com-
puter resources. Both estimated mean and variance values for all resources are output.
Estimated values are presented in the automated model to the user as advice. The user is admon-
ished to use these figures, adding sufficient margin to ensure project completion within a desired
confidence value.
The model then accepts any two of the three parameters: effort, average staff, and duration.
These entries are checked against a model akin to the Rayleigh-Norden-Putnam model, but al-
tered to conform with power-law fits to measured data. A confidence factor is computed to the
resources entered. The user may alter the input estimates, if desired, for another check. !
Once acceptable resources and duration have been decided, the model proceeds to produce a
standard DSN software implementation work breakdown structure and schedule without further
input from the user.
2.1 Estimation of Program Size
The size of the software task is measured in "'equivalent" Kilo-Source-Lines of Executable Code
(KSLEC). A source line of executable code is defined basi_lly as a source language statement
occupying one physical line in the source medium that results in generation of object code,
reservation of storage, or definition of data type. Comments are excluded, as are statements
merely defining labels and equivalences of identifiers. If several basic statemer_ts may appear on
one physical source line, each such statement should be added separately into the KSLEC count.
Source lines of new code are weighted differently than lines of reused code, in proportion to the
relative amount of effort required to adapt the inherited code to the current task. Even deleted
lines of code contribute to the programming effort, and therefore increase tile "'equivalent"
KSLEC count.
The programming tasks involved w:,h the generation of new code and reuse of existiiag code are
depicted in Figure 2. The efforts to specify, produce, document, and test a new line of code is
normalized to unity: the lines of code added, changed, deleted, and retested-only contribute to
the equivalent line count according to relative effort. The extent of existing-module modification
is measured by the number of lines added in. the number changed, and the number deleted. The
equivalent lines of code produced is then defined to be a weighted linear sum of the lines of code
in each _-ategory.
The assumptions with respect to each component are the following:
(a) New code is subjected to the entire standard implementation process.
(b_ The recognition ot" the reuse of existing code is made in the preliminary design phase.
so code added, changed or deleted from modules goes only t,arough subsequent pha_es.
F It) Added code tak_'s the same effort as new code in corresponding phases _here activity
takes place.
R. Tau_orlhe
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(d) Changed code requires the same design and testing effort as new code. but less docu-
mentation and coding effort.
o
(e) Deleted lines from existing modules require reduced design, coding, and documentation
effort, and no testing of the deleted lines.
(t-) Any module changed is completely retested and requalified.
(g) Deleted modules require reduced architectural, interface, and detailed design considera-
tions than new code; only that coding effortrequired to remove the unwanted code
contributes to the coding time: no testing of the deleted code is possible: and documen-
tation effort involves removal of entire sections of existing material and minor clean up.
Retesting is covered in modules which interfaced with the deleted module.
(h) Retested unmodified code requires revalidation of the interface design and retcst;ng
efforts only.
Each of the size parameters is estimated by the PERT technique (Ref. 1I) which produces a max-
imum likelihood value and variance.
The estimated value for the "equivalent lines of code" is composed of the weighted sum of the
maximum likelihood estimate for each parameter, and its standard deviation is the weighted
root-sum-square of the individual deviations. The weights are determined as the relative effort
required for each category of code.
2.2 Estimation of Producti_,ity
in this model, the productivity P is defined as total equivalent KSLEC (here denoted L) produced
• divided by the total staff work effort (here denoted W),
P = L/W. KSLEC/staff--month
A number of data bases (e.g., Refs. 3, 12, 13) have shown that L and W are well correlated
throt,gh a power-law relationship
W= La/pI -
_here P] is the average I-KSLEC productivity rate.
The value of PI is set by primarily technology and environment. In fact, industry studies show
that Pl may va:-y by as much as 50:1 (or more!l as a function of such factors. The value of a,
howe_cr, in each cntironment where data is available, shows a relative constancy, at a value near
tin,Iv.
It seem.,, inttlitive. :111bther things being equal, that productivity cannot incr,_'a_eas the program
,izc ri.-c_:ht,x_cvcr, the I_.l_t-square-pov,er-law fits to data bases yield a-_alues of 0.ell (IBM).
0.'_(_1tDotx D.0.qS_ IUni_. of MDI. anti 0.c_75(RADCI. The consistency of these figure,, thcre-
r,_re._et...1i.,ro indicate that utilization of tools and technology takes place on larger projects
• _st',cre it ,.'outlt.,,)more than on smaller projects.
I-he _:duc l_r a currcntl.v being u_,ed is unity. Thus. the model may tend .to bc _Omc\_hat
... R. lra_orthe
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Several models have contributed to the formula by which PLis calculated, principally those of
GRC (Ref 14) and IBM (Ref. 3). The form of Pt is:
PI = P0A
where I'0 is a constant factor, and A is a technology and environmental adjustment factor. The
value of A is computed from factors judged to be significant,
A = AtA ", ... An
wltcre each factor Ai ranges between a maximum value and a mininlum value for that factor, de-
pending on the extent to which the factor is present in the software task. The ratio of Areax to
Aznin is currently adjusled to span a 50:1 ratio of productivity.
,2.3 Estimation of huplcmentation Task Duration "
rhc IBM. University of Maryland. and RADC statistics suggest that the average duration T re-
quired for L KSLI!C and W staff--months effort is approximated by
T = T IWb
where T I is the I-KSLEC average duration, and b is a time-factor exponent fotmd l'rom industry
statistics. The value used in the DNS model, T I = 4.8. was adjusted to fit limited available DSN
-_ data, and b = 0..__6 was the avera,,e_ power-law tbr the more extensive IBM. RADC. anti GRC
data.
2.4 Average Staff
The average staff, in persons, results from manipulation of the duration equation,
S = WiT = {IiTtl Wt-b "
The staffing exponent. I -b = 0.644. implied in tile DSN model-compares with measured values
averaging 0.62 t) acrog,_ industry.
2.5 Documentation Sizing "and Cost
IBM statistics showed a nearly linear relationship between pages of documentation artd lines of
code. whereas the University of Maryland measured almost a square-root relationship. I)SN ex-
perience over 6 Mark-Ill Data System programs rexcalctl an exponent about midway in bet_ccn
t0.,g3L A study of maintenance user needs tRef. 151 recommended that documentation be al_t_ut
40-50 pages per KSLEC for programs in the 30 KSLI-!."vicinity. The fi_rmula used in the model
for lhe number of pages of do,:u|llentalion is
D = I) I kd
1"he Illodel currcntl.,, uses 1)_ = '10 alld d = 0._3 10 matdv _11¢DSN _'\pcricnce dlld ,_'tHtl,.'lilld,,.
l-he docutllClltatlon ,.'t_st is found b._ a straight dt_llar-[.,¢rspa,._'c.r_.t¢;a ti.'-'tucof $30 l'a.'-'c i_,tl,cti
HIthe cttrren! model.
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2.6 Computer Resources
IBM and TRW give statistical figures for computer time costs as functions of lines of code and
total effort, and also as a fraction of total cost. Tile DSN, however,mostlyhas dedicated mini-
computers for which operational costs are not assessed to the implementation task on a usage
basis. TRW does, however, also estimate a linear relationship between CPU tinle required per +
nlachine code instruction, of about 25.2 CPU hours per thousand instructions. ..
The DSN model cotnpttter CPU resources as
C = CtLC
Tile exponent vahte c = 0.q6, givell by Walston and Felix (who give dollar costs, rather than CPU
time}, is adopted to accotmt for the general trend of CPU time with program size.
If CPU dollar cost is relevant, the mode! computes this at a straight dollar-per-Cl'U-hour figure
{zero in the DSN nlodel, but a parameter is available for other applications).
-~
2.7 Confidence Level Comput:ttion .. _
The values rredicted by the SWAG model are average values based on statistics taken over many
projects. "|he esti|nated values represent but one set of resources that. on the average, produce
the integ+ded success, llowever, effort anti time can be traded (to sonic extent) to prothtce other
-+-" equally valid project scenarios.
The Rayleigll-Norden-Putnanl model has a time-effort relationship for checking the reasonability
of resource values other than the average values produced by the SWAG. tlowevcr, in order to
use this model, several adaptations were felt to be indicated.
First, the basic differential equ..tioil '.,,as modified to accommodate a nonlinear "'pace" factor (or
learning curve). The model aSStllnes the work equation to be of the lbrm
w' = AtrIK - \v)
in which x+= xv(tl is the ct|n|t|lative v,+ork effort up to time t. K is the total lilk'-cycle effort, and
r is tile "'pace-.ofv.+ork""expollent.
Second. the model a._sutnes the tbllov, ing parametric fornl of the software equation:
L = Cpx_,Ptq.
The factor f = q'p sets the time-effort tradeoff law. Putnam uses p = 1,3. tI = 4..'3 (t"= 4). and
such a xalue may _ell be valid for large projects in his data base. llowever, for the smaller
projects typifying the DSN. an f factor which would require only !.5 times: the el'fort (3 times
the stal'l') to reduce schedule by a factor of 2 seems to be more within the DSN experience
tmore data is needed hereL
Based or: the.,c modifications, it is possible to solve for p. tI. and r, alltl Cp in terms ol+the param-
eters of ob_.,erxedaverage pox_et'-la:, relationships bet_een L. W.-and t.
t = 0.5S5 q = 0.484- Cp = 0.0t,21.A
p = 0.,s.,',; r = I.SI
/" R. Taus_urthe
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This model is used to compute confidence for any values of L, W, and T proposed for the project.
The software equation is used to estimate the margin over or under the average project figures.
By assuming that the statistics are log-normal (verified by the RADC data base), the confidence
factor in producing L KSLEC in W staff-months effort and T months duration is
Conf= P(Lac t ._<L,w_< W,t_<T)
Computation of the confedence level involvesfinding the optimum operating point on the
software-equation curve for margin calculation, and then numeric integration of the normal
probability function.
One interesting relavation to tiae author was that the probabiiity of success in not expending more
than W staff-months of effort and not requiring more T months duration, for the average SWAG
estimate case, is only about 25,%. bloreover, a significant amount of bias in W and T is required
to raise the Confidence to 50%.
Management should not despair, however. What the confidence limit indicates for average projects
is that one out of four will go OK: the others will require some form of management intervention,
in the form of schedule or resource extension.
3. TYPICAL OPERATION OF TIlE MODEL
f Blank lbrms and/or CRT prompted inputs are used to specify the parameters needed by the cost
model program. Outputs are selectable, and include a WBS task file, PERT plan, and schedule.
The WBS task file can be edited to modify task titles, precedences, allocated resources, or dura-
tions in addition, new tasks may be entered and actual completion or need dates may be affixed,
so that the PERT and schedule portions of the program form a project detailed planning and
control tool.
Typical inputs and outputs are shown in Appendix A.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The Software Cost Model reported here is the first of a series of planned refinements. As the
model is used and as performance data are collected, no doubt changes will be made: adjustments
of parameters, alteration of formulas, modifications of formats, new input •data types, and addi-
, tional kinds of outputs. Extensions currently envisioned are the automated transfer of the \VBS
data-base generated by the model into the project control system currently being used in DSN
Data Systems implementation projects, and the refinement of the model to include non-linear
scaling of overall effort and duration into individual task requirements.
If the model, even now, seems complex, then it is justly so, for the factors which affect human
performance are generally complex and unpredictable, except in statistical terms_ One sample
function chosen from a stochastic ensemble is hardly ever "'average" or "'typi_l". One must ex-
pect variations between actual behavior and predictions made by any model.
The dixections ibr the future are to refine the model lbr greater accurate."(within human perlbrm-
ante estimation capadty limits), to extend the utility of the model throughout the entire life
cycle, and ;o provide the basis for indicating where, and in what ferm. new software technology
is needed.
f--_
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APPENDIX A
EXAMPLE OF OPERATION
This Appendix contains a sample of the sequence of inputs and outputs from the Deep Space
Network Software Cost Estimation Model.
._ . . .
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°TITLE: VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE: AngusDay
ECR/ECO: eS0.!76 PROG. ID.: llUp-D2-OP-D.2
SUBSYS: X21.6 Date Estimated:]dNOVS0
Model Data Vet&ion 1.3 31OCT80
Answer the following items to the best of your estir_tion.
I. How much new code is to be produced (completelynew modules}?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99%coh_idencelevel)? 3.5
Expected value, ki!o-lines executable sol,roe? 3.3
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99%confidencelevel}? 3.1
2. How much code exists in modules requiring modification?
k._o-_.nes
_:aximumvalue, ,1 ,, executable source(99_confidencelevel}? 6.9
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? 6.6
M1nimu_ ValUe, kilo-lines executable source(99%confidencelevel)? 6.3
3. Ho_ much code will be deleted from these existingmodules?
_aximum value, k_lo-lines executable source(99_confidencelevel)? .4
Expected value, kilo-llnes execu:able source? .3
Minimum value, kilo-lznes executable source(99%confidencelevel)? .2
4. How much code will be added to these existing :odules?
_:aximumvalue, kilo-l!nes executablesource(99_confioencelevel}? .7
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? ._
Mznimum value, kilo-lines executablesource(99%confidencelevel}? .4
5. How euch code will be changed in other ways in these modules?
_aximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99_confidencelevel)? 1.2
Expected value, kilo-!ines executable source? .9
Minimum value, kilo-lznes executable source(99%confidencelevel)? .7
6. How much code will be deleted as entire modules from existing code?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executa_!e source(991confidencelevel)? 1.4
Expected value, ki!o-lines executaD!esource? 1.2
}!tnlmumvalue, k:lo-llnes executable source(99_confidencelevel}? l.l
7. How much of the remaining existing code must be [etested?
_:aximumvalue, kilo-lines execu=a=le source[95%confidencelevel}? 2.=
Zxuected value, k:lo-lines executaD!e source? 1.9
_:ni_un value, k_lo-l_nes execu_aLie source(99_confidencelevel}? !.5
8. Expected percentage of code to be developed actual:ydelivered
(e-S0, 9!-99, IQ0!? 91-99
9. How many different kinds of input/outputdata i:e_sper i000 lines of
new Or modlf:ed code[>_£, 16-_0, 0-15)? 16-E=
I0. Overall complexity of proqr&m and data base architecture
(high, medium, !cw)? MEDIUM
II. Complexity of code logical design(high,medium,!o_}? LO_
.
12. _ * . .W.a. percent of the proor_mming task is in ASsemblylanguage? 9
13. What percent cf the new or modified code must be stogaqe-opt_zized? 9
: R.Taus_'otthe
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14. What percent of the new or modified code must be timing-optimized7 9
15. What percent of the total progranming task is 'easy'? 20
16. What percent of the total progr_mzng task is 'hard'7 30
17. When is work to start, on the(FKD/FDD, SRD, SDD)? FRD/FDD
IB. What percent of the total progr&a requirments will be established
and stable before design, and wil! not be altered before delivery? BO
19. What percent of the requirements are likely to change sllghtly before
delivery, but will do so under baseline change control? I0
20. What percent of the requirements are likely to change more drastically
before delivery, but will do so under baseline control? 5
21. Complexity of progr_ functional requirements[high, medium, bow)? LOW
22. Expected user involvement in requirements definition
(much, some, noneS? MUCH
23. Customer experience in application area(:uch, none, some)? SOME
24. Customer/implementor organizational interface complexity
(high, normal, low!? NORMAL
25. Interfaces with other SW development projects or organizations
(many, few, none)? FEW
26. Efficiency of implementing organizationCpoor, ok, good)? GOOD
27. Overall implementatien personnel qualifications and motivation
(low, average, high!? HIGH
28. Percentage of progra:mers doing functiona! design who will also
be doing develop_ent[<25, 25-50, >50)? 25-50
29. Previous programmer experience w{th applica£ion of similar or greater
s_ze and comp!exity(m_nimal, average, extensive_? AVERAGE
30. What is the average staff experience, in years, obtained from work
similar to that required in the task being est1=ated? 6
31. Previous experience with operational computer to be used
(min!mal, average, extensive)? MIN:FIL
32. Previous experience with programming language(s} to be used
(min:_al, av_race, extcns:ve_? MINIMAL
33. Use of top-down methodo!oqy(lew, _ediu_, high)? HIGH
34. Use of structured programmer tem_ concepts(low, tedium, high)? H!GH
35. I'S_ of Structured Proq=_ming(low, medium, high!? HIGH
.
R. Taus_or_e
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.36. Use of design and code Inspections(low, 0A, peer)? Oh
37. Classified security environment for computer(yes, , no)? NO
38. Hardware under concurrent development(much, so_e, none)? NONE
39. Percent of work done at primary development sire
(<70, 70-90, >90)? 70-90
40. Development computer access mode(remote, scheduled, demand}? 'DEMAND
41. Percent of development computer access availability[<30, 30-60, >60}? 30-60
42. Quality of SN development tools and environment(poor, ok, good)? OK
43. Maturity of system and support software(buggy, ok, good}? OK
44. Overall adverse constraints on program design
(sevure, _ve_a_e, minimal)? MINIF_L
45. Is the progr_ real-time, multi-task(chiefly, some, no)? NO
46. _ to be adaptable to multiple computer configurations or environments
(yes, , no)? NO
47. Adaptation required to change from development to operational
_nv:ronment(r:uch, some, minimal)? MINIMAL
P
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Estimated Overall Parameters:
=average value
+l-sigma -l-sigma
Adjusted Lines of code- 6182 SLEC
6280 6085
Effort- 26.5 person-months
45.S 15.3
•Staff productivity= 233 SLEC!staff-=onth
404 135
Durauion- 15.7 months
19.0 12.9
Avg. Staff= 1.7 ..
2.9 1.0
Docume _tion= 527 pages $16.1K
645 448 $19.4K $13.4K
Computer CPU time= 319 hours S0.0K
47£ 212 $_.0K SO.OK
Use these figures to arrive at Effort, Duration, and Staffing
requirements. Include factors to provide acceptiblerisk
and confidence levels.
Values specified are:
Kilo-lines of code- 6.18
Effort (person-months): 32.0
Duration (months_: 16.0
Average stair (persons): 2.0
For the numbers you have entered, a reasonablenesscheck indicates _hat
the aveKage prozuct would produce 7303 lines of code, using 32 staff-mo:ths
of resources and 16 months of duration, with an average utaffof 2 pers:ns,
for a productivity of 228 SLEC/staff-mon_h.
The level of confidence in de!ivering 6182 lines of code,•
on-time and within resources= 33 %.
Is output to be saved in a file? y
N_me of output file to be created: VCEDIT
Schedule start date: 17NOV80
Select desired outputs and output media, or enter RETURN on!y for
defaults. Defaults a_e !A, 2A, and 3A. Choices are:
1-Gantt Cha_t A-file
2:PERT da:a, 132 width B-line printer
]=P_RT data, 80 width
Choice(s): 13,2B,3A
"_ R.Taus_,orthe
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PAGE 1
I TITLE: VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE: Angus Day
! £CR/ECO: eS0.:76 PROG. _D.: I{U_-D2-OP-D.2 l
S'_SYS: X_.°6_' S';'AT_S?_ OF: 14;,'C:'80 I
I CODE : TASK • WHO = EPF : E-START : L°PINSH • FLT_
:............................................................................. I
"0. : START : : 0 : 17;;OV80 : I7NOV80 : 01
•I. : L'y-_ Plans, Regis, & Design : : 0 : 9JA';81: 9J_t_8]• 0_
• I.I : Define Subsys ReqtS : : 15 : 17:;OV60: 3DECS0 : 0{
• 1.2 : .=':;D = : 0 - e'..'_CS0: 8DECS0: ni
{ 1.2.1 : ::ritea!l sections : : 4 : 17:.DVh0• 5DEC80 - 9]
" 1.2.2 : Yd!t and release FRD : : 2 : 55ECHO = 8DECaO : 0:
" 1.3 : Level B Review : : ] : 8D£C_.0: 10DEC_C : 0
" 1.4 : De_ine Sys Architecture : : l_ : ICDECS0 : 31DEC80 : 0
= 1.5 : FDD : : 0 : 7JA:;81: 7JA::81: 0
: !.5.1 : :,'riteal! sections : : 4 : 1_5£C80 : 63_d_81: 12
" !.5.2 : Edit and release : : 2 : 6_A!=SI: 7J?¢:81: 0
• 1.6 : '_"e'_., C Review : : 3 :. 7,"At:_I: 9J£d_81: 0
•2. : S:€Planning and Reqts : ." 0 : 16.rE_l : 16FEBSI : 0
• 2.1 : Define Software Reqts : : 25 : 9.';:_i: 4FEI_81: 0
" 2.2 : SRD : : 0 : 12.'-EBb1: 12PEBSI : 0
I 2.2.1 : W:ite a!l sections : : 4 : _JA:_I : llf'VSb!: 21
" 2.2.2 : £dlt and release • : 2 : I]FkB_I : 12FEU81 : 0
" 2.3 : Level D Review : : 2 : 12FL_I : 16FEBSI : 0
"3. : St;Architecture and Design : : 0 : 6APRS] : 6APRfll: 0
= 3.1 : De'_'.neS%;architecture • : 31 : 16-£BSl : 19MAR81 = 0
_-- • 3.2 : S,"9 : : _ : 2A_R_I : 2APRSI : 0
I 3,2.1 : _:riteall sections : : 4 : 16._'£1_I: IAPR8] : 30
• 3.2.2 : Vdi_,and release : : 2 : !APRil : 2APR81 : 0
: _.3 : System Interface Design : : 22 : 16FESSI : IAPRSI : 20
" 3.4 : Level E Review : : 2 : 2APR81 : 6API'83- 0
"4. : St?Detailed De,_ign& Prod : : 0 : 22L"_C_I: 22DEC81 : 0
{ 4.1 : SS"- : : 0 : 23FES82 : lIRAS82 : 12{
I 4.!.1 : k'riteSections 1,2,3 : : 6 : 6APRSI : 18DECSI : 1751
• 4.1.2 : ::::_eSection 4 : : !8 : 6API_81: 24APR81 : 0:
I 4.3.3 : W:'.:uSection 5 : : 4J : 24AI,RSl : IbDEC_/ : /42_
: 4.1.4 : "_:It,:Sectlon 6 : : _ : 6API,,t_I: I_DECSI : 176
! 4.1.5 : ;.._'=uSection 7 : : 9 : (,A:,_Sl: 16DECSI : 173!
! 4.!.6 : -_!1_and release : : 6 :1tF51_:2: !iM_d_82: !2;
{ 4.2 : S,'F : : 0 : 2.....*_. : IIMN(82 : l_!
• 4.2.1 : :_ritepreliminary draft : : _-: 24A:°1_H] : 4MAYSl : 0:
' 4.2.." : C_ _pletealI _eetions : : '-_: I-'L"::_I: I_D'-CSI: 1331
......4 2.3 : ._.,_,"and release : : 4 : 1,:'_2 : _,uAA£,-'" : 33
• 4.3 : H-qh-!evel Dusign Rev'.ew : : 2 : 2u'YAY_[: 2JU:_! : 0!
• 4,4 : ._.uculeP_oduc:ion & !nteg : : 0 : 15£t_C_I: I_D._CSI= 01
• 4.4.1 : Executive and control : : l_ : 4_AY_! : 29:'AY81: 0
• 4.4.2 : ,'/OFodules : : IS : 2J_:;£I: 26JUN_I ; 0.
• 4.4.3 : :n:erface handlers : : 18 : 26-'L?;_I: 23_L'L_I: Ol
R..Ta_,,o r_h¢
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PAGE 2
I....... "..................................................................... !
1 TITLE- VERS!ON CONTROL EDITOR CDE: Angus Day I
{ ECR/ECO: e80.176 PROG. ID.: HHP-D2-OP-D.2 l
SUBSYS: X2!.6 STATUS AS OF: I4NOVS0 {
TASK : WHO : EFF : E-START : L-F!NSH : ?LTI
. I CODE :
• 4.4.4 ' : Function A : : 18 : 23JULgl : 17AUGSI : O{
• ' 4.4.5 : Function B : : 18 : 17AUG,1 - IISEP81 : 0]
• 4.4.6 : Function C : : 17 : IISF.{'_I: 60CTSI : 0{
• 4.4.7 : Function D : : 17 : 6OCT_I - 29OCT81 : 0{
• 4.4.8 : Funcrlon E : : 17 : 29OCT81 : 23,':0V81 : 0{
• ' :._ : ?unction F : : 17 : 23NOVUI : 18DECSI : 0_
4.5 : Special Tasks : : 0 : 10JU,':UI: I_DECel : 132!
' 4.5.1 : S','pT)ort software : : 12 : 23U::8! : ISDEC_! : 132{
: 4.5.2 : Ot,_er : -- 6 : 2Jut;dl : 18DEC8! : 1351
4.6 : Acceptance Readiness Rw : 2 : IBDECHI : 22DEC81 : Ol
"5. : Sh" Test and Transfer : : 0 : ]_:AH,_2 : _BF,_.R82 : 0)
* 5.1 : Verification tests : : 2d : 22DEC81 • IFEB82 : OI
5.2 : Cont'ng=ncy : : 25 : 9APRdl : IIM_LR82 : 21e:
5.3 _ STT : : 0 : 19FEH82 - 18Mt_82 : 1915.3.1 write a!l sections 14 2JOt;Sl : IFEB 15
i 5.3.2 : Edit and release : : 2 : 18FEB_2 = II.MAR82 : !41
• 5.4 : Acceptance re-'is : : 20 : l['K_2 : 18FEB82 : Ci
• 5.5 : De-.onstratien tests : : 21 : 1UFE'J_2 : I!F._82 : 0:
• 5.6 : Transfer, C:'_"to COE : : 7 = ll_A.'_fi2: 18_A_$2 = 01
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TITLE: VERSIONCONTROLEDITOR CDE: AngusDay
ECR/ECO: e80.176 PROG.ID.z HUP-D2-OP-D.2
SUBSYS: X21.6 DateEstimated:14NOVS0
ModelDataVersion1.3 31OCT80
Answer the followingitemsto the bestof your estimation.
1. Row much new code is to be produced(completelynew modules)?
Maximumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 3.5
Expectedvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource? 3.3
Minimumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 3.1
2. Mow much codeexistsin modulesrequiringmodification?
Maximumvalue,kilo-llnesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 6.9
Expectedvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource? 6.6
Minimumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 6.3
3. How much codewill be deletedfrom theseexistingmodules?
Maximumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? .4
Expectedvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource? .3
Minimumvalue,kilo-llnesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? .2 i
4. How much codewill be added to theseexistingmodules?
Maximumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? .7
Expectedvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource? .6
Minimumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? .4
5. How much codewill be changedin otherways in thesemodules?
Maximumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 1.2
Expectedvalue,kilo-llnesexecutablesource? .9
Minimumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? .7
6. How much codewill be deletedas entiremodulesfromexistingcode?
Maximumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 1.4
Expectedvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource? 1.3
Minimum value,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? i.I
7. How much of the remainingexistingcodemust be retested?
Maximumvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 2.1
Expectedvalue,kilo-linesexecutablesource? 1.9
Minimumvalue,kilo-llnesexecutablesource(99%confidencelevel)? 1.5
8. Expectedpercentageof code to be developedactuallydelivered
(0-90,91-99,i00)? 91-99
9. HOW many differentkindsof input/outputdata itemsper I000 linesof
new or modifiedcode(>80,16-80,0-15)? 16-80
I0. Overall complexityof programand databasearchitecture
(high,medium,low)? MEDIUM
ii. Complexityof code logicaldesign(high,medium,low)? LOW
12. What percentof the programmingtaskis in Assemblylanguage? 9
13. What percentof the new or modifiedcodemust be storage-optimized? 9
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14. What percentof the new or modifiedcodemust be timing-optimized? 9
15. Whatpercentof the total programmingtask is 'easy'? 20
16, What percentof the totalprogrammingtask is 'hard'? 30
17. When is work to start,on the(FRD/FDD,SRD, SDD)? FRD/FDD
18. What percentof the totalprogramrequirmentswill be established "
and stablebeforedesign,and willnot be alteredbeforedelivery? 80
19. What percentof the requirementsare likelyto changeslightlybefore
delivery,but will do so underbaselinechangecontrol? I0
20. What ?ercentof the requirementsare likelyto changemoredrastically
beforedelivery,but will do so underbaselinecontrol? 5
21. Complexity of program functional requirements(high, medium, low)? LOW
22. Expecteduserinvolvementin requirementsdefinition
(m,ch,some, none)? MUCH
23. Customerexperiencein applicationarea(much,none,some)? SOME
24. Customer/implementor organizational interface complexity
(high, normal, low)? NORMAL
f 25. Interfaces with other SW development projects or organizations
(many,few, none)? FEW
26. Efficiencyof implementingorganization(poor,ok, good)? GOOD
27. Overallimplementatlonpersonnelgua!ificationsand motivation
(low,average,high)? HIGH
28. Percentageof programmersdoingfunctionaldesignWho willalso
be doingdevelopment(<25,25-50,>50)? 25-50
29. Previous programmer experience wfth application of similar or greater
sizeand complexity(minimal,average,extensive)? AVERAGE
30. What is the average staff experience, in years, obtained from work
similar to that required in the task being estimated? 6
31. Previous experience with o_erational computer to be used •
(minimal, average, eztensive)? MINIMAL
32. Previous experience with progra=ming language(s) to be used
(minimal,average,extensive)? .. MINIMAL
33. Use of top-downmethodology(low,medium,high)? HIGH
34. Use of structuredprogrammert_amconcepts(low,medium,high)? HIGH
35. Use of Structured programming(low, medium, high)? HIGH
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36. Use of design and code inspections(low, QA, peer)? QA
37. Classified security environment for computer(yes, , no)? NO
38. Hardware under concurrent development[much, some, none)? NONE
39. Percent of work done at primary deve!opment site
{<70, 70-90, >90)? 70-90
40. Development computer access mode(remote, scheduled, demand)? DEMAND
41. Percent of development computer access availability(<30,30-60, >60)7 30-60
42. Quality of SW development tools and environment(poor,ok, good)? OK
43. Maturity of system and support software(buggy,ok, good)? "OK
44. Overall adverse constraints on progr_ design
r (severe, average, minimal)? MIN:MAL
45. Is the program real-time, multi-task(chiefly,some, no)? NO
46. SW to be adaptable to multiple computer configurationsor environments
(yes, , no)? - NO
47. Adaptation required to change from development to opeTational
environment(much,some, minimal)? MINIMAL
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Estimated Overall Parameters:
saveragevalue
+l-slgma -l-slgma
.AdjustedLinesof code-6182 SLEC
6280 6085
Effort-26.5 person-months
45.8 15.3
Staff productivity-233 SLEC/staff-month404 135
Duration-15.7 months
19.0 12.9
Avg. StaffR 1.7
2.9 1.0
Documentation-537 pages $16.1K
645 448 $19.4K $13.4K
ComputerCPU time- 319 hours S0.0K
478 212 $0.0K S0.0K
Use these figuresto arriveat Effort,Duration,and Staffing
requirements.Includefactorsto provideacceptiblerisk_
and confidencelevels.
Values specifiedare:
Kilo-llnesof code- 6.18
-- Effort (person-months): 32.0
Duration (months): 16.0
Averagestaff (persons): 2.0
For the numbersyou have entered,a reasonablenesscheck indicatesthat
the averageprojectwould produce7303 linesof code,using32 staff-months
of resourcesand 16 monthsof duration,with an averagestaffof 2 persons,
for a productivityof 228 SLEC/staff-month.
The level of confidencein delivering6182 linesof code,
on-tlmeand withinresources-33 t.
Is outputto be saved in a file? y
Name of outputfile to be created: VCEDIT
Schedulestartdate: 17NOVS0
Selectdesiredoutputsand outputmedia,or enterRETURNonly for
defaults.Defaultsare 1A, 2A, and 3A. Choicesare:
....... l-GanttChart A-file
2-PERTdata, 132 width B-line printer
3-PERTdata,80 width
Ch_iue(=): IB,2B,3A
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TITLEs VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE| Angus Day J
ECR/ECOz eB0.176 PROG. ID.: HUP-D2-OP-D.2 I
SUBSYSz X21.6 STATIJS AS OPz 14NOVS0 |
| z Z EFF zz START z: FINISH ss FLOAT
CODE s TASK : WHO s ORT :: EARLY : LATE :: EARLY s LATE s; TINE
: _ z :1 DAY DATE : DAY DATE z: DAY DATE : DAY DATE s: DAYS
*0. START s 0 zs 0 17NOV80 0 I?NOV80 ss 0 17NAYS0 s 0 17NOVS0 ss 0
*1. Sys Plans, Reqts, t Design : 0 sz 32 9JAN81 32 9JANSl t: 32 9JANSl : 32 9JANSl :s 0
* 1.1 Define Subsys Reqts t 15 :z 0 17NOV80 0 17NOV80 sz 10 3DECSO : 10 3DECS0 zz 0
* 1.2 FRD z O zz 13 BDEC60 13 8DECBOtt 13 8DECS0 13 8DECBO s 0
# 1.2.1 Write a11 sections : 4 :: 0 17NOVSO 9 2DEC00 :s 3 20NOVOO 12 5DEC80 : 9
* 1.2.2 Edit and release FRD 2 zs 12 5DEC80 12 5DEC80 St 13 8DEC80 13 8DECS0 : 0
* 1.3 Level B Review 3 :t 13 8DEC80 13 8DEC80 :s 15 10DEC80 15 10DEC80 s 0
* 1.4 Define Sys Architecture 18 :s 15 10DEC80 15 10DEC80 ss 27 31DEC80 27 31DEC80 s O
* 1.5 FDD 0 zl 30 7JAN81 30 73AN81 zs 30 73/_q81 30 73/_81 t 0
I 1.5.1 Writeall sections 4 :s 15 10DEC80 27 31DEC80z: 17 12DEC80 29 63AN81 s 12
• 1.5.2 _dit and release 2 ss 29 6JANSl 29 6JAN81 ss 30 7JAN81 30 7JAN81 s 0 _
• 1.6 Level C Review 3 :: 30 7JAN81 30 7JAN81 s: 32 9JAN81 32 9JAN81 s 0 ""
*2. SW Planning and Re<Its 0 :: 50 16FEB81 58 16FEBB1 sz 58 16FEB01 58 ISFEB81 : 0 -._
• 2.1 Define Software Reqts 25 sz 32 9JANSl 32 9JANSl ss 50 4FEBBI 50 4FEBSl s O , .
• 2.2 SRD 0 ts 56 12FEB81 56 12FEB81 :s 56 12FEBSI 56 12FEB81 s 0 ,.
I 2.2.1 Write all sections 4 :s 32 9JANSl 53 9rEDO1 ss 34 13JAN81 55 IIFEB81 s 21 :.
• 2.2.2 Edit and release 2 55 IlFEBSl 55 IlFEBSl 56 12FEBSl 56 12PEBSl s 0
• 2.3 Level D Review 2 56 12FED81 56 12FED81 58 16FEB81 5B 16FEB81 s 0 rr ""
*3. St/ Architecture and Design 0 93 6APRSl 93 6APRSl 93 6APR81 93 6APRfll z 0 _
• 3.1 Define SW architecture 31 5B 16FEB81 58 16FEBSl 81' 19NARBI 81 19MARSl s 0 _", t
• 3.2 SDD 0 91 2APRSl 91 2AFR81 91 2APR81 91 2APR81 st 0 ,., iI 3.2.1 write all sections 4 58 16FEDSl 88 30MAR81 60 18FEB81 90 1APR81 s: 30 ,;
* 3.2.2 EdLt and release 2 90 IAPRSl 90 1APR61 91 2APRSl 91 2APR81 zs 0 ,
| 3.3 System Interface Design 22 58 16FEBSl 78 16NAR81 70 4NAN01 90 IAPR81 :s 2O I
• 3.4 Level E Review 2 91 2APRSI 91 2APRSI 93 6APR81 93 6APR81 st 0
14. SW Detailed Design t Prod 0 273 22DEC81 273 22DEC81 273 22DEC81 273 22DEC81 st 0 I
I 4.1 SSD 0 315 23FEB02 327 IIHAR82 315 23FEB02 327 llNAR82 ss 12
I 4.1.1 write Sections 1,2,3 6 93 6APRSl 268 15DECSl 96 9APR81 271 18DEC81 st 175
• 4,1.2 Write Section 4 18 93 6APRSl 93 6APR81 107 24APRSl 107 24APR81 st 0
I 4.1.3 Write Section 5 43 107 24APR81 249 16NOV81 129 27NAY81 271 18DEC81 st 142
I 4.1.4 Write Section 6 4 93 6APR81 269 16DECSl 95 8APRSl 271 18DEC81 st 176
I 4.1.5 Write Section 7 9 93 6APRSl 266 IIDEC81 ss 98 13APR81 271 18DECSI zs 173
I 4.1.6 Edit and release 6 312 18FEB82 324 8HARD2 315 23FEB82 327 lltU_t82 tt 12 :
_ I 4.2 SON 0 314 22FE882 327 lIHAR82 314 22FEB82 327 11MAR82 st 13
_ • 4.2.1 Write preliminary draft 8 107 24APR81 107 24APRSl 113 4NAY01 113 4NAY01 st 0
_ 133 'I 4.2.2 Complete all sections 9 133 2JUNE1 266 IIDECSl 138 9JUNSl 271 IeDEC81 It
_ _ 4.2.3 Edit and release 4 312 18FEB82 325 9mARS2 314 22FEB02 327 IIHAR82 ss 13
4.3 High-level Design Review 2 131 29MAY81 131 29nAY81 133 2JUN81 133 2JUNSl zt 0 i
• 4.4 z nodule Production t Integ 0 271 18DEC81 271 IEDECSI 271 18DECSI 271 18DECSI sz 0 I
• 4.4.1 s ExecUtive and control 18 ss 113 4NAY01 113 4MAYO1 131 29HAYB1 131 29nAY81 zs 0
• 4.# 2 z I/O nodules 18 sz 133 2JUN81 133 2OUR81 Is 151 26JUN81 151 26JUN81 st 0 '
4.4.3 z Interface handlers 18 zz 151 26JUHSl 151 26JUN81 zs 169 23JUt81 169 23JUt81 |s 0
"'''----'''''-'''''''--'--'--''--"....."----'''''''----'--''''''''----'''------'''--'''--'--''--'''--''''--'''--'''----'--'--'''--''''--'----'--''----'''''''i
.... j
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TITLEs VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE| Angus Day
ECR/ECOz e80.176 PROGo ID.z HUP-D2-OP-D.2
SUBSYSx X21.6 STATUS AS OFz 14NOV80
s z s EFF := START |s FINISH zz FLOAT
CODE t TASK t WHO x ORT zz EARLY z LATE |s EARLY | LATE s| TIME
s z z :s DAY DATE : DAY DATE st DAY DATE s DAY DATE :| DAYS
• 4.4.4 Function A 18 ss 169 23JUL81 169 23JULSl 186 17AUG81 186 17AUG81 I 0
• 4.4.5 Function 5 18 =s 188 17AUG81 186 17AUG81 203 11SEP81 203 11S£P81 I O
• 4.4.6 Function C 17 ss 203 llSEPSl 203 IlSEP81 220 6OCT81 220 6OCT81 | 0
• 4.4.7 function D 17 zs 220 6OCT81 220 6OCTS1 237 29OCT81 237 29OCTB1 t 0
• 4.4.8 FunctlonE 17 zs 237 290CT81 237 290CT81 254 23NOV81 254 23NOV81s 0 '
• 4.4,9 FunctionF 17 |i 254 23NOV81 254 23NOV81 271 18DEC81 271 18DEC82i 0
I 4.5 Special Tasks 0 :: 139 10JUN81 271 18DEC81 139 103UN81 271 18DEC81 t ]32 _/
I 4.5.1 Support so£tvare 12 st 133 2JuNe1 265 10DEC81 139 IOJUN81 271 18DEC81 s 132
I 4.5.2 Other 6 zz 133 2JuNe1 268 15DEC81 136 5JUN81 271 18DEC81 = 135
* 4.6 Acceptance Readiness Rvw 2 :i 221 18DEC81 271 18DEC81 273 22DEC81 273 22DEC81 I 0 .'-
• 5. SW Test and Transfer 0 zl 332 18MAR82 332 18MAR82 332 18MAR82 332 18MAR82 z 0 ..
• 5.1 Verification testu 28 :: 273 22DEC81 273 22DEC81 299 IFEB82 299 1FEB82 t 0
I 5.2 Contlngency 25 tz 96 RAPS81 314 22FE982 109 2RAPS81 327 IIM_82 t 218 .
J 5.3 STT O st 313 19FED82 332 18MAR82 313 19FEB82 332 18MAR82t 19 !. '
I 5.3.1 Write all sections 14 li 133 23UN81 292 213AR82 140 IIJUN81 299 IFEB82 t 159
I 5.3.2 Edit and release 2 ss 312 18F£B82 326 10HAS82 313 19FEB82 327 I1MAR82 i 14 -
• 5.4 Acceptance teats 20 zt 299 IFEB82 299 1FEB82 312 18FEB82 312 18FEED2 it 0
• 5,5 Demonst[atlon tests 22 t: 312 18F£882 312 18FEB82 327 llMAR82 327 IIPU_R82 zs 0
• 5.6 Transfer, CDE to COS ? st 327 I1MAR82 327 I1MAR82 332 18MAR82 332 18MAR82 ss 0
16. Mqt Ta_ka and Milestones 0 sa 19 ]6DEC80 332 IBMARB2 19 16DEC80 332 18MAR82 ts 313
J 6,1 CDE Activities 37 zs 0 17NOV80 313 19FED82 19 16DEC8O 332 18MAR82 is 313
• 6.2 Develop prelim budget 3 :z l0 3DEC80 10 3DEC80 12 5DECS0 12 5DECS0 zs 0
• 6.3 Develop Sys Impl Plan 3 :: 27 31DEC80 27 31DECSO 29 63AR81 29 6JAMB1 sz 0
• 6.4 Draft Softvare Impl Plan 6 :a 50 4FEBSI 50 4FEB81 55 llFEBSl 55 IlFEBSl tl 0
• 6.5 Revise Impl Plan 12 :x 81 19MARSl 81 19MAR81 90 IAPRSl 90 lAPS81 tt 0
• FINISH 0 :z 332 18HAR82 332 18MAR82 332 18MARE2 332 IBMAR82 ss 0
i ,.._.__.._.___..__.._...__.__.._...._....__......__.___..__.___.___.... .. _._......_._.._._._.__..__..._...__..
1
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TITLEs VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDEI Angue Day I
ECR/ECO! 880.176 pROS. ID.I HUP-DI-OP-D.2 I
SUBSYSs X21.6 STATUS AS OFt 14NOV8Q I
...... ..... .............................. ..-.. ...................... . ....... . ............. . ........ .-...._.. .... + - J
1980 1981 1982 _ I J(_qlrlXISal
TAS_ NOV DEC JAN FEB HAR APR NAY 3UH JUt AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB _ APR I DYSIDATE I
...... --------_ ...................... - .... 4 -. |
• 0. STI_T A ...... 011711or80
• l. Sye Plans, _eqte, & Deelgn :A ..... OI 9JAN81
• 1.1 Define Subsye Reqte --A .... 151 3D_80
• 1.2 PRD .A ..... 0l 8DEC80
J 1.2.1 Write all sections A-v ..... 41SDEC80
• 1.2.2 Edit and release FHD -A , , . . , 21 8DECg0
• 1.3 Level fl Reviev .A • . . . . 3|IODECS0
• 1.4 _eflne Sy8 Architecture .--k ..... 18131D[C80
• 1,5 FDD . ,X . . • 0l 7J/_81
• I 1.5.1 write all mectionm A-sv . , . 41 63AN81
• 1.5.2 Edit end release -A . • 21 7JA/481 :
• 1.5 Level C Reviev .A . . 31 9JAHOl
• 2. EW Plann|nq end Reqte . 0114PE801
• 2,1 De{lee So(trite Reqt8 :---A A . . . • *• 251 4rEnal
• 2.2 SRD ..A . 0112rEa81
I 2.2.1 write all sections . .A---v o 4IIIFEBgl
• 2.2.2 Edit and releame .A 2112rEH81 ,
• 2.3 Level D Revlev .-A , 2116PES91
• 3. SW Architecture and Deeign A • 01 8APRgI
• 3.1 Define 6W architecture ....A . . 31119K1_81 :.
" * 3.2 5DO .A Ol 2APRIl ..-
l 3.2.1 Write all mectionm k----Sv ..... 41 1APRgl -"
• 3.2.2 Edit end release , o , • 21 2APRIl
I 3.3 Symtem Interface _eeign --A-S-_ : . 221 IAPRgl
• 3.4 Level E Reviev A , . . 21 6APRSI
• 4. 5W Detailed Deslqn & Prod , . . A. 0122DECOI
I 4.1 6SD ..... A-v . 0IIIIU_82
( 4.1.! Write Sections 1,2+3 A - -- -- 0- - - - - - . . 6118DEC81
'_ * 4.1.2 Wlite Section 4 ---A. , 19124AFR81
• I 4.1.1 Write Section S . ....A_.-._.o-_..-_..._-.._.S.--V . 43118DECSI
; I 4.1.4 Write Section 4 A - - - - v . 4111DEC81
I 4.1.5 Write Section 7 -A---- .......... - ..... - .... --- .... Sv • I 9118DE¢81
l 4.1.1 Edit and release • -A-V . IIIII_R82
l 4,2 80*4 ....: * " * A-'" . 0IIIKA_O2
• ,._.iwrite_,*li.inerydraft ..... _ : : : : : : : . . 8, ,_ysl
I 4.2.2 C_plete all lee•ions . -A-------e----o------o---Ev . 9110DEC81
l 4.2,) Edit and relelse -A_v 4111RAR82
_ * 4.3 ,lqh-level Ve,iqn Reviev : -_ : : : : : : .. 21 2JUN81• 4 Module Production & Integr . . , , . . . . A , OII9DECO1
• 4.4.1 Executive end €ontrol . -o*A. . . . . . . . III29NAY81
_ : 4.4.2 I/ONodulee ..... A........ l*lliJUNSl.4.3 Inter{Ice hlndl rl . . ----A. . . . . |812)JDL81|.......................................... +..... : ........... : .......................................... :---: .............. I
LEGI_D I --ACTIVITY A-EARLY FINISH '
S-LATE START v-LATE FINISH
(-EvEIqTB PAST • V-ACTUA_ FINISH •-CRITICAL PATH ITl_q
NOTEI ABSI_CE OF II 8, Ae OR V INDICAT F-q KERGED OATr.5
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TITLEs VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE; Angua Day
EC_/ECO_ ee0.176 PRO(]. ID.t HUP-D2-OP-D.2
5UBSYS: X21.6 STATUS AS OF: 14NOV80
1980 1981 1982 MANIFINISH
TASK NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR DYSIDATE
4.4.4 Function A . ---A ........ 18117AUG81
4.4.5 Function £ . , . ---A . .... 18tllSEP81
4.4.6 FunctionC ..... ---AA... .... 1716OCT814.4.7 Function D .......... 17129OCT81
4.4.8 FunctionE ...... ----A . . . 17123NOV81 O O
4.4.9 Function F • • ---A . . . 17 18DEC81 -It ;O
45 s_cial Task, A..L..:...:...L.-: ..... v . o 18OEC814.5.1 Supportsoftware • . -A--------....-----------Sv . . 12 IeDECSI
A......................... v . 6 18DECSl O_4.5.2 Oth,, : ....... -A. : : 2 nOEC814.6 Acceptance Readiness _w
"5. SW Teat and Transfer . . . . . . . ..... A . 0 18MAR82
• 5.1 Verification teats ......... -----A . 28 IFEB82 _)'O
I 5.2 Contingency • --A ............... ---- ....... - ............ S-v 25111MAR82 C3:DI 5.3 STT ........... A---v 0118NAR._
I 5.3.1 Write all sections . -A ....... - .... ------------ .... -Sv . 1411FEB82 ._I 5.3.2 Edit and release ........ .... A--v 2111RAR82 .q_
• 5.4 Acceptance testa ..... • • • . --A . 20118FE882
• 5.5 Demonstration testa ......... • . ---A 22111MAR82
• 5.6 Transfer, CDE to COE ............ -A 7118MAR02
16. Mgt Tasks and Milestones . A------------- .... ......--------...------...-....-.-....----, . 0[18MAR82
I 6.1 CDE Activities . ----A------- ....... = .......... -----_------ ............... --=S---v . 37118NAR82
...... 31 5DEC80
• 6.2 Develop prelim budqet . A ._ ...... 31 6JAN81
• 6.3 Develop Sys Impl Plan .........
• 6.4 Draft Software Impl Plan . _A ......... 61IIFEBSl
" 6.5 Revile lmpl Plan .... "'A ........ 1211APRSl
I 6.6 OA Audit .... ..... -S_Av . 26118KAR82
• FINISH A 0118N_82
I........................................ :.._L__L__L_.L___ ........... L______L._L___....... :....... :---: .... s
_g
• _ LEGEND1 --ACTIVITY A-EARLY FINISH
S-LATE START v-LATE FINISH
<-EVENTSPAST V-ACTUALFINISH •-CRITICALPATI!ITEM
NOTEs ABSENCE OF $, S, A, OR V INDICATES PIERGED DATES
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TITLEs VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDEI Angus Day
ECR/ECO! e80.176 PRO(;. ID.t HUP-D2-OP-D_2
SUB,¥8s X21.6 • STATUS AS OFt 14NOV80
1980 1981 1982 I _JFINISH
TASK NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUH JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR I DYSIDATE
.................1 ....................... ...................................................................+
• 1. Syl Plan8, Reqts,& Design . -I- .... A ............ I 511 9JAM01
• 2. SW Planning and Reqts . . .---_-A _. ............. I 33116FEB81
• 3. SW A_chitecture and Design • . . - ..... _ ....................... _ ....... _---_---_--A_v I 611 6APR81
• 4. 814 Detailed Design & P_od ..... "_ " .... • I 287111NXR82
as. SW Test and Transfer .----------------------------------,----------" • I llSlI81tAR82
16. Mgt Tasks and Milestones _ ..S..-_.--_---_ ..................... - ................. - ........ Av . I 87118NAR82
I .......................................... . ..................................................................... 4- .......... I
,l_ im
LEGEND! --ACTIVITY A-EARLY FINISH
S-LATE STAR'," v-LATE FINISH
<-EVENTS PAST V-ACTUAL FINISH *-CRITICAL PATH ITEM
NOTEs ABSENCE OF Sp Sp A, OR v INDICATES MERGED DATES
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SOFTWARE COST/RESOURCE MODELING:
Software Quality Tradeoff Measurement
R. W. Lawler
Boeing Aerospace Company
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the early 70's the concept of software quality focused on the property of software reliability -
freedom from errors. Subsequent research [McCall (!)1 has identified eleven other software qual-
ity factors and has developed a system of metrics to predict/assess the degree of presence of the
various qualities in software. The metrics have been validated for some quality factors. However,
the concepts and validation have focused primarily on the software subsystem and have largely
ignored some of the total system aspects such as the computer hardware, operating system, com-
munications network, and other noncomputing elements of a total system. This paper develops
a conceptual framework for treating sof.*warequality from a total system perspective. Examples
are given to show how system quality objectives may be allocated to hardware and software; to
illustrate trades among quality factors, both hardware a_d software, to achieve system perform-
ance objectives; and, to illustrate the impact of certain design choices on software functionality.
2.0 STATUS OF SOFTWARE QUALITY FRAMEWORK
Figure 2.0--1 summarizes the definitions of software quality developed by McCall. Criteria and
F metrics have been def'med for many of these quality factors. McCallvalidated metrics for four
quality factors, namely
• reliability (design and implementation);
maintainability (design and implementation);
flexibility (implementation; and,
portability (implementation).
The sample size used for validation was too small to establish acceptable confidence limits. The
significance of his work was that relatiohships between metrics do exist and correspond to intui-
tion. There is ample need to perform similar validations for these and other quality factors.
3.0 THE SYSTEM QUALITY PERSPECTIVE FOR DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
The Software Quality Perspective can also be formulated from a total system point of view. That
is, computer hardware, communicationsmetwork, operating system, and even non computing ele-
ments are considered in a system perspective on Quality.
°.
In fact a major problem that plagues the automated system design process is the lack of a frame-
work for including software in the process of allocating system requirements and quality goals.
A meaningful and practical software quality framework for distributed systems must address this
preblem. Three examples of this impact are:
(1) System quality factors m'a_rchange the i:mphasis of a software quality factor, criterion,
or metric by either increasing or decreasing its importance in the context of distributed
systems. For example, software fault tolerance receives increased emphasis in a distrib-
uted system, whereas in a single-processor system the emphasis is usually placed on
error recovery.
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FACTORS DI'FINITION
CORRECI'NESS l!xlcnt to which a progranl satisfies its spceifications anti fulfills
the user'smissionobjectives.
RI:.LIABILITY l!xte,lt to which a program can be expecto.! to perform its inte,lded
function with required precision.
I:.FFICII-NUY The amount of computing reg_urces :rod code required by a pro-
gram to perform a function.
INTEGRITY l-xtcnt to which access to .,_fftwarc or data by unauthorized per._ns
can be controlled.
USABILITY l-f fort required to learn, operate, prepare input, and interpret out-
put of a l_rogr,lm. -
MAINI'AINABILITY |:.ff0rt required to locate and fix an error in :in operational progr:un.
TFSTAIHI_ITY I!flbrt required to test a program to incure it performs its intcmled
fttnct ion.
FLF.XIBli.ITY !!ffort required to modify an operational program.
IK)RTABILITY F.ffort required to transfer a program front one hardware configura-
tioll antl,'or _ol'tware systelll gllVil'Olllllelll to ;lllothel'.
RI-I.ISABILITY l-xtcnt to which a program can-be tlsed in other applications -
related to the packagingand ._ope of the funcliotls that programs
perform.
INTI'ROPI!RABII.ITY !!ffort required to COul_lcone system with another.
Figure _.0-1. Software Quality Factor Definitions
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(2T Systelu quality factors may require modific:ltion or additions to ._fftwar¢ quality t'actor
concepts. For e.'<anll_lt,, the systetu quality of su_'ivability requires the addition ot"a
software quality of sur,,'ivability.
(3) Reqttirt'lueuts for system quality tnay lead to increased _fftwar¢ fttnction:llity. For ex-
:mwle, the operating system may be required to incorix_rate dynamic recollfigurabilit._,
to achieve system reliability requirements.
There is a tired to define s_'.,,"li."lnQt,:dity Factors and Criteria. Figure 3.(I-I sllows a partial ct_nl-
pil:ltion of these Quality |:actors arid Criteria. Figure 3.0-2 prolx_Ses definitions for some of the
system qu:llity factors and criteria.
The figures show that
tl) there are additional qttalit'." factors for s.vstcnls e.g.._.ll'cty aml availability t'or systems
t2_ the system tluality i_crspectivc adds a large number t_l"new criteria, e.g. distril_utedness
(3_ the ttefitlitiotls of systenl quality f:lctors arid crileria may differ t'rt_tll the .,_fftware tlefi-
tfitions, e.g. nlaintainability
There is a relationshil_ between system qtlalit.v factors and criteria and software quality I'lctt_rs
alld criteria. Figure 3.0-3 gives examples of this corrcspotldence.
For exanwIc, the system quality factor of avail:lbility implies softw:lre quality I'aclo_ of correct-
hess atld nlaintainability, lligh quality in these I':,ctors insures that the system \,,'ill s¢ldonl fail
due to a software error and it"one occurs the fault will be corrected quickly. Availability ill a
distributed system al.,a_implies software reliability criteria of fault recovery ;lull fault tolerance.
These properties insure that the system CotllilltleS to run it"a proces.,a_r or con_tuunicatiou link
f:tils, and that once repair is m-'lde the failed conqx_nent rejoins the network quickly.
Some system tlllality faclors corre:,qx_nd eX:ldly to their .,afft\_,ar¢ quality counteri_art, e.g. integ-
rity. But other quality factors do not. For example, s.\'stem l_,_rtability implies low power, light
weight, arid compact. These are llot software qualities, but they imply that there arc constraints
on the software in the forth of Io\v l_Wer and low speed logic, limited facilities for dat:l storage.
tleetl l't_r I'irluware rather than .,_fftwar¢. limited facilities for data entry alld display; and electro-
magnetic comtuunication links, in this etlvirt_nment the quality factors of efficiency, u_bility,
and integrity would be emphasized.
If a system is highly distributed \_ith .,-cspect to the control logic of the _fft\vare. tcst:lbility of the
.,_fftxsarc S%,',,telli and rcsix+ns¢ time of tile processing will be inllxlrlalll collsitleratit+ns. "
One of the majt+r impacts of _yst¢ll. qualit._ factors is that they place rt'tluirenlents tbr increased
tunctiollality on the mfftware. Figure 3.tb-4 illustrates the impact of :1set of syst¢ln Qualit.v
factors on a distributed operating system. Collectively the eight factors require the atlditioll of
refit\rare ill eight ftlllCtiOll;d areas.
The considerations that are made in ailocatit_g a system quality factor to hard+_ar¢..,a.fftxv-lre.
firm_,,.are, and operating system for a distributed s.vstenl tnay differ frt+m tho.,_., for a single pro-
ces.,_+rsystem. Figures 3.0--5 drill 3.L)-t+are examples of allocating system qtlality factors of
ett'iciency and reliabihty to system COmlX._:ents.
F
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System Quality Factors Crilcria
Availability l)ist ributcdness Completeness
Correct negs File Availability Consistency
Maintainability Remote Testability Accuracy
Reliabili!y I'xtensibility Error Tolerance
Flexibility Parallclisnl Simplicity
Testability Tasking Efficiency Modularity
Portability Conummications l:.fficient3' Generality
I.r_d,ilit.v Mtdtilcvcl Security Expandabilit.v
I-fficictlc.v Ilomoget|eity lilst rumcntation
Integrity Virtuality Self Dcscriptive||ess
lntcroper:d_ility !!ndur:mce Execution l'.'fficicucy
Sttn'ivability R¢con figurability Acce_ Control
Rctz_lbilil y Dispersion Acce.'_,;Audit
Safety h|dependenc¢ Operability
G ractrtkd I)egrad:ttiot| Training
(.'o tlH|u|tl irativene.,_s Co nci.._,ne_,€
Commonality Warnings
l)amage Potential
..- Figure 3.0-1. ('andidate System Quality Factors and Criteria
System l)et'init ion
Factor t_r Criteria
-Av:tilabilits" I - MI'i'R/MTliF
where MUFR is Mean Time t0 Repair
Mi'IW is Mean Time Between Failure
Sttr',ivabdity I'robably that a distributed system still pcrformx e_sctati:|l functions
afler one or more nodcx and comtuutficatiotl links are destro.,,cd or fail,
Distributedtwss 3t)¢gree to \vhich co|ututtt|icatiot| connected processors, data ba._cs.
u.,icrs, alltlior processes are geographically or logically scparJted.
Maintainability Mc:m Time IO repair
Figure 3.t_2. Candidate l)efinitiotls of System Quality Factors and ('riter|a
f
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System Software
QualityFactors/Criteria QualityFactors Criteria
.m
Availability Maintainability Fa_ittToleratlce
Correctness |:at,it Recovery
Integrity Integrity . No Change
l'ortability Efficiency NoChange
Usability
Integrity
Dist ributivelless Testability Rcspollse
Tilnc
Figtlre 3.0-3. Correspolldence of Systenl and Sot'tsvare Quality. Factors and Criteria.
I l¢Iero_zeneous • .--- _ "
System c e - _,- _ = o :
Factors u .--_. -" .=.. _ .p_. _. o
Stirvi\':lbility X X
U._bilit.v X X
1-ft'icienc.v 1 Xj,-
Itlteropcnlbility X X X
Integrity X 1
Flexibility X
1!xpandabilit._ X X
I '- Reliability X X J Xt t ,
- l:igtirc ._.0-4. System _.'ltl;llit) l:actors Impact on Opcratiilg S,,.,,tt'm Fllllctiollality
R. Latter
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EFFICIENCY
[IARDWARI'+" F!RMWARE OP. SYSTEM APP.S/W
SINGLE lligh Speed Increase Speed Priority Tasking Optimized
PROCESSOR Conlponents Code
DISTRIBUTED Low Speed Increase Speed Synchronization Exploitation of
SYSTEM Components l'arallelism
1liglx-Speed
Conmnmication
Figure 3.0-5. Allocation of Efficiency to System Components
" RELIABILITY
IIARDWARE FIRMWARI: OP. SYSTEM API'. S[W
SINGLE lligh Reliability No Impact Fault Recovery No hupact
PROCESSOR Parts
I)ISTRIBUTEI) Low Reliability No Impact Fault Tolerance No Impact
SYSTI'.'M Parts Redundancy Fault Recovery
Figure 3.0-t_. Allocation or"Reliability to Syste,n Components
This type of anal+vsis highlights tile difference between single processor systems and distributed
s.vstenls with respect to system and software quality. It also identifies the trades among the sys-
tem conxpc_nents.
4.0 MANAGING SOI:TWARE QUALITY ACQUISITION
The system Quality perspective influences the activities of a software acquisition manager. There
are several i_,+uesnamely .
!,! I the issues that arise bcl\veen a system acquisition manager and a _fftv, are acqt, isition
manager in allocation of quality goals to _ftware; .-
t 21 the issues that arise between a ..kfft\vare acquisition manager and a hard\_are acquisition
manager in ensuring that hard\rare and software implementations of the qt,ality goals
are co,upatible;
131 the issues that arise during a competitive phased acqt_isilion l,etx_ecn the software ac-
quisition manager and the contractors"
R. l.ll_le¢
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(4) the issues that arise when an existing distributed system is being modified or expanded
to include new functions;
(5) the issues that arise when a distributed system is being modernized.
These issues are illustrated by thc following scenarios.
4.1 SystemAvailability Scenario
In this example computer system availability is the only system quality factor that is specified.
System availability however is determined by system maintainability and system reliability. The
system acquisition manager allocates budgets to maintainability and reliability. There are an in-
finite number of combinations of reliability and maintainability that will achieve the system
availability goal. The system acquisition manager usually identifies a relevant range of combina-
tions based on current state of technology, total life cycle cost, a feasible acquisition and opera-
tion expenditure profile, and a desired initial operation date.
The budgets are further broken doan into hardware and i_oftware budgets_ At this point ihe
hardware acquisition manager and the software acquisition manager interact to develop a feasible
and compatible design strategy.
The software manager breaks down the software reliability and software maintainability budgets/
further. The software reliability budget is allocated to fault tolerance and fault recovery. Fault
tolerance contributes positively toward reliability in that the system continues to be available
even thot,gh there are hardware faults.
Fault recovery is closely related to hardware maintainability because the system is not available
until the hardwat:" t:ault is repaired and the computer system restarted, and the data processing
system resumes processing at the r.oint where the hardware failure occurred. Recovery may in-
clude restoration of files, recovery of lost transactions, notification to system users, etc. The
relative emphasis between l:ault tolerance and fault recovery must be compatible with the hard-
ware architecture. For example if the topology of the system is such that a single hardware
failure causes a system failure, then the software should emphasize fault recover3"rather than
fault tolerance.
The software maintainability budget is allocated to two quality factors, maintainability and cor-
rectness. It is assumed that the s.v._temwill not change after its initial development and installa-
tion. if change were expected flexibility would be an important factor for system maintainability,
provided the time between the identification of a new requirement or function and the incorpor-
ation of that function into the sy._em is included in the system availability concept.
To meet the software maintaittabilit.v budget tradeoffs between correctness and maintainabilit.v
are made. The tradeot'fs must include consideration of the feasible software expenditure profile
and the desired initial operation date.
In a competitive phased acquisition the software acquisition manager establishes a feasible range
and the competing contractors each prolx_Sea strategy for meeting the budget range. Suppose
a contractor proposes to use "off the shell" software that meets 80% of the retIuirements. To
assess the risk the software acquisition manager would check the correctness, the maintainability, - .
and the llexibility ratings of the proposed sot't_are. If the correctness rating is high but the
maintainability and flexibility ratir4s are low. the contractors proposal would b-"judged i'isky, i.e. :"
there is a good chance that the pr_,,,'_osedsol't_are can't be used at all.
R. Latter
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Figure 4.0--1 summarizes the issues exposed by this example and the relationshipbetween the
software acquisition manager and the system acquisition manager, the hardware acquisition man-
ager, and the ..':ompetingcontractor.
4.2 Multifunction System Scenario
One way of characterizing distributed systems is the term "multifunction system". That is, the
system performs multiple functions; the responsibility for performing those functions is usually
distributed among several physically separated processors or processing complexes; and the execu-
tion of any one function will normally require cooperation among several physically separated
processors/complexes with distinct capabilities. This is analogous to any large system with multi-
ple subsystems cooperating to perform system functions.
From this point of view, quality requirements for the various subsystems are derived by: exam-
... ining the quality requirements lbr each function; allocating a portion of the requirement for each
function to each subsystem involved in the execution of that function; and then combining the
allocations for one subsystem to determine its quality requirement(s).
For example, a navigation function l'or a military application being implemented in a distributed
system may have high reliability, efficiency, and correctness requirements. These requirements
will be allocated differently to different parts of the system. The correctness requirement would
-- most likely be allocated to the software and possibly to the processor (e.g. the need for floating
point precision) and the sensors (e.g. precision and accuracy).
The reliability and efficiency requirements will be allocated among the system elements in line
with performing navigation: a certain amount of accura_l would be required of the sensors: the
communication links from the sensors to the processors would most likely be redundant for re-
liability and require a minimum data transfer rate for efficiency; the processors would also likely
be redundant and also require a minimum processing speed: and the software will require some
type of resource management scheme to insure navigation function reliability.
If after the system is implemented a weapon delivery function is added which uses some of the
same sensors, the same communication links, and the same processors the developed system qual-
ity will be impacted. For example tile addition of this function may overload the communica-
tion system. Additionally the weapon delivery function will have quality requirements appropri-
ate to its needs and different than the quality requirements for the navigation function. More-
-over, after the new quality requirements are allocated the various elements, it will be necessaD'
to combine the requirements from the different functions in order to arrive at the quality re-
quirements for individual elements.
It is then necessary to perform trade studies in order to iteratively arrive at an optimum design
solution. For example, the reliability allocation to the software might be decreased (with a cor-
responding decrease in cost) if management of the redundant communication link and any rt_dund-
ant sensors was placed in microprocessors which fron_--cnded the main processors-provided that "
the cost to implement and maintain microprocessors with the required reliability did not exceed
the cost budget for that subfunction.
5.0 SOF'_VARE QUALITY IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENTCOST
-- From Figure 2.0-I it is dear that the more quality is built into the software, the more operational
life costs will be reduced. It is also clear that there are trade offs among softwarequality factors -
R.La_k_r '-
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Responsible
AcquisLtion
Hanaeer m
>
Relevant AIIocatLon
Syst.em AvaLlabLltty 0
/ \
System HaLntainabtl/ty Syst_ RelLabLIity 1
Software Hardware Software Hardware 2/\ _o&\oo,t,,oo_/5_
Correctness Hakn- Re=a/r Re- Re- Tol- ology =onents 3
=lace
tainabLILty covery erance
Off 4the
Shelf
I
Correctness
Haintainab/l/ty 5
FlexLbii/ty
ReusabLI/ty
TestabLILty
FIGURE4.0-I Tradesand AllocationsRelevant
to SystemAvailabilityQuality
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for example it is generally accepted that increasingsoftware efficiency will reduce its portability,
flexibility, and usability. But the impact of software quality on development cost has not been
explored. "Currentlysoftware costing models do not account for the impact of software quality
on development costs.
Figures 5.0-1a through 5.0-1d illustrate four alternate theories for this impact. They are:
(1) Software quality if productive - The _eater the degree of software quality the lower
development cost. i.e. Software quality is the key to increasing software development
productivity;
(2) Software quality is free - Software development costs and software quality are inde-
pendent. The level of quality attained is a consequence of the development method-
ology. In this case the interest in measuringsoftware quality is partially dir-:cted at
determining a superior development methodol_y;
(3) Software quality• costs - Enhance quality is achieved only at increased cost. In this
case there .:sa tradeoff between d__ree of quality and life cycle cost. Quality measure-
ment is directed at determining when to stop increasing quality:
(4) Software quality is a combination of (I), (2), and (3). i.e. In the low range theory. (!)
• . holds, in the mid range theory (2) holds, and in the high range theory (3)' holds.
Intuitively Theory (4) appears to be more realistic than the other three because
(1) If a software system ranks extremely low in maintainability and reliability during the
development process it will take an "infinite" amount of time to correct an "infinite"
number of errors. Even a small increase in quality will have a beneficial effect; hence
the direction of section one is correct.
(2) A large number of programs of equivalent size lie within a narrow cost range. The
quality of the programs vary widely, i.e. Section 2 of the curve has the correct slope.
(3) When programs utilize a large percentage of C'PUtime and/or memory capacity the cost
of the software grows exponentially. But when utilization is below 50% efficiency is
not a concern and traditionally software costs are reduced dramatically. Figure 5.0-2
illustrates a PRICE -S estimation of software costs as utilization increases from 60% to
95%. The curve was derived from data in Gaffney 80.
The rising portion of curve 5.0-1d is of interest because that is where trades between develop-
ment cost and operational life costs are made. If all software quality factor curves are exponential
like tire PRICE -S model.
6.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Measurement of the Quality of Software for Specific factors that are importam in the operational
phase provides a rational method of selecting among alternative off the-shelf software packages.
This technique _ill satisfy user concerns. But the developer needs to be able to determine the
amount of quality that can be built into the __fftwarecost effectively, The systems approach can
indicate the relative emphasis to be placed on software quality factors. But models are needed
to help determine when it is cost effective to terminate improvement of software quality factors.
An operational approach, such as tracking the marginal improvement in software quality can be
used as a stopgap measure, v..ta,,_er
Boeing A,_gospace
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The cost development curve in the high quality range appears to be exponential for a single
quality factor. But models for determining the development cost impact of a mix of quality
factors requires a model that factors in the correlations among quality factors.
_ R. Lawicr
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SOFTWARE RELIABILITY:
•Application of a Reliability Model To Requirements Error Analysis
J. Logan
TRW
Although requirements errors were identified several years ago as a major source of software
problems encountered in software integration and testing, most reliability studies have been con-
cern,'d with other issues and have made little contribution to solving requirements problems.
Applit_tion of a software reliability model having a well defined correspondence to computer
program properties to requirements error analysis has identified requirements error categories re-
latable to program structural elements and to their effect on program execution.
Analysis of B-5 type software requirement specifications has confirmed that errors of these types
do occur.
The software reliability model represents in precise terms the software reliability definition: the
probability that a program will compute required output values under specified conditions. In
'. the model, the specified operational conditions are represented in terms of the set E of all possi-
ble inputs, the set Ei of input values for a specific execution, and the probability of choosing Ei
as an input. Correct comput_ion is defined as the actual' computed value of (Ei) being equal
to the required output value f(E i) within a specified tolerence ei.
The model represents a software requirements specific._ion in terms of the function '_the pro-
-- gram is required to comput,_on the input domain set E. The requirementspecification genera_y
will partition the inpk_tset t: into input subsets I.input domain partitions) G_ and the function °f"
into functions lqon _j. These requirements elements correspond to prograr_ e!cments:
• E corresponds to the pregram input domain E
• Gj correspond to input domain subsets Gj
• _ corresponds to the logic path l.j
executed for inputs from G_and
. . J .
which computes the lunctton tj on Gj
Requirements errors arise from:
• incomplete specification of
s'%
• the input domain E,
the input domain partition subsets G"_j.or
• the functions fj on Gj.
• incorrect specification of these same items or
• association of a function with the wrong input domain partition Gk.
The B-5 sot'_ware requirement specification format is compatible wifll the model, for it presents
the requirement specifications for a program module in terms of:
"rRW
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• Inputs
• Specifying E and Gj
• Processing
• Specifying tile tuncttons Ij to be computed
• Outputs
• Specifying the output values_j(E i)
The retluirement error categories provide a systematic means for examining the requirement
specification for errors, aiding quick identification of them.
llere is :1simplified example of a B-5 type requirenlent specification for a program module named
F.vent Processor. Although this example is not a real exanlple, it closely approximates the prob-
lenls found in actual requirements reviews.
L
• The Event Processor is required to log event occurrence and select for each event occurrence the
task to be performed in accordance with prescribed action criteria.
The nlodule is required to process two inputs, the event identifier and a task action table. Two
processing functions arc specified:
• on occurrence of an event, select tile task meeting task action criteria, and
• ix_st the event, time of event occurrence, and the task selected in the event log.
One output, the ulxlated event log. is specified.
°.
Some of the problenls in this reqt|irement specification are shown orl the following vicwgraphs.
The first problem identified is incomplete specifit-ation of the input Task Action Table. O,lly
the nanle of this input is specified. While the nanle indi_tes it is a table, tile structure of tile ..
table and the range of values allowed as elements of the table are not specified. Presumably.
definition of this table is left to the software designer.
The sect_nd problem identified is incomplete specification or" a processing function. Tile task
action criteria, presunmbl.v algo.'ithnls t\_r selecting the task. are not defined, l'ossibly the incom-
pletely specified task action table contains a tabular representation of the criteria, again for the
software designer to invent. While this may result in a _.x_rrectdesign, generally, the software
dcsig_le_"understands the problem the pro_anl is intetlded to compute less well than the require-
ment specifier and theretk_re is more likely to design a program computing the wrong problem.
The third problem identified is reference in a processing function to an input variable tittle not
on tile input list. ...
The t'ourth problenl identified is a nlissing function. Presumably tagain incomplete input stx'cifi-
cation) tile task action table contains an entry t\_r each expected event. The nlissing function is
the processing to be l_'rt'ornwd in an event identifier not present in the task action table is pre-
sented to the program.
f--- J. t,nran
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• These four problems are not the only problems in this specification, but time does not permit
discussion of the others.
- TRW
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REQUIREMENTS ERRORS
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i SOFTWARE RELIABILITYMODEL
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY DEFINITION
• PROBABILITY THAT PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE REQUIRED OUTPUT
r VALUES UNDER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS
.SPECIFIED OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
• E : SET OF ALL POSSIBLE INPUTS
• Eo: INPUT TO SPECIFIC EXECUTION
• Pi : PROBABILITY OF CHOOSING E,
CORRECT COMPUTATION
• _(EI}: ACTUAL COMPUTED VALUE o
• FJEn): REQUIRED VALUE " " "
• I'F'(Ea) - F(E I) I__<ca: CORRECT COMPUTATION
J.t,o_=,
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!MODEL REPRESENTATIONOF SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
PROGRAM IS REQUIRED TO
• COMPUTE FUNCTION F FOR ALL INPUTS IN E
REQUIREMENTS PARTITION
s_. /%
i • E INTO SUBSETS Gj -
• _ INTO FUNCTIONS Fj ON Gj
REQUIREMENTS ELEMENTS CORRESPOND PROGRAM ELEMENTS
h
• E CORRESPONDS TO INPUT DOMAIN E
• Gj CORRESPONDS TO INPUT DOMAIN SUBSET Gi
A
• Fi CORRESPONDS TO LOGIC PATH Lj COMPUTING FUNCTION Fi ON Gj
REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION SPECIFIES .-
•E
• Gi
• Fj ON Gj
,1.Log=n
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REQUIREMENTS ERRORSARISE FROM
INCOMPLETESPECIFICATIONOF
• aj
• ON Gi
INCORRECTSPECIFICATIONOF
•E
• Fj ON Gj
..... ASSOCIATIONOF
/%
• Fj WITH Gk
.. ...
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APPLICATION TO B-5 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION
B-5 FORMATIS COMPATIBLEWITH MODEL
r • INPUTSCORRESPONDSTO E"AND Gj
• PROCESSINGCORRESPONDSTO F|
• OUTPUTSCORRESPONDSTO Filei)
REQUIREMENT ERROR CATEGORIES
• AID QUICKIDENTIFICATIONOF ERRORS
t
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B-5 REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE
NAME: EVENT PROCESSOR
• REQUIRED TO LOG EVENT OCCURRENCE AND SELECT TASK IN
ACCORDANCE W!TH ACTION CRITERIA
l
INPUTS
• EVENT ID
• TASK ACTION TABLE
PROCESSING
• ON OCCURRENCE OF EVENT, SELECT TASK MEETING TASK ACTION
CRITERIA
• POST EVENT, TIME OF EVENT OCCURRENCE, AND TASK SELECTED IN
EVENT LOG
OUTPUTS ....
• UPDATED EVENT LOG
J. l._gzn
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INCOMPLETE SPECIFICATIONOF INPUT
NAME: EVENT PROCESSOR
• REQUIRED TO LOG EVENT OCCURRENCE AND SELECT TASK IN
ACCORDANCE WITH ACTION CRITERIA
INPUTS
• EVENT ID/--
• TASK ACTION TABLE _NOT DEFINED_
PROCESSING
• ON OCCURRENCE OF EVENT, SELECT TAsK MEETING TASK ACTION
CRITERIA
• POST EVENT, TIME OF EVENT OCCURRENCE, AND TASK SELECTED IN
EVENT LOG
OUTPUTS
• UPDATED EVENT LOGS
IIA
J. Lo_n
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_INCOMPLETE SPECIFICATION OF PROCESSINGFUNCTION
NAME: EVENT PROCESSOR
i • REQUIRED TO LOG EVENT OCCURRENCEAND SELECTTASK IN
ACCORDANCEWITH ACTION CRITERIA
INPUTS
• EVENT ID
• TASK ACTION TABLE
PROCESSING
• ON OCCURRENCEOF EVENT, SELECTTASK MEETING TASK ACTION
CRITERIA _NOTDEFINED)
• POSTEVENT, TIME OF EVENT OCCURRENCE,AND TASK SELECTEDIN
EVENT LOG
• OUTPUTS . ..
• UPDATED EVENT LOG
f
.I.l.._pu_
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PROCESSING REFERENCEOF VARIABLENOT ON INPUT LIST
NAME: EVENT PROCESSOR
i • REQUIRED TO LOG EVENT OCCURRENCE AND SELECT TASK IN
ACCORDANCE WITH ACTION CRITERIA
INPUTS
• EVENT iD
- • TASK ACTION TABLE
PROCESSINC
• ON OCCURRENCE OF EVENT, SELECT TASK MEETING TASK ACTION
;,. CRITERIA . .
• POST EVENT, TIME (NOT ON INPUT LIST) OF EVENT OCCURRENCE,
AND T._SK SELECTED IN EVENT LOG
OUTPUTS
• UPDATED EVENT LOG
=
TRY,'
"3ol 14
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PROCESSING FUNCTION NOT DEFINED FOR INPUT PARTITION
NAME: EVENT PROCESSOR
• REQUIRED TO LOG EVENT OCCURRENCE AND SELECT .'TASKIN
ACCORDANCE WITH ACTION CRITERIA
INPUTS _ ...
• EVENT ID
• TASk ACTION TABLE
PROCESSING
f
• ON OCCURRENCE OF EVENT. SELECT TASK MEETING TASK ACTION
CRITERIA
• POST EVENT, TIME OF EVENT OCCURRENCE, AND TASK SELECTED IN
EVENT LOG
• (PROCESSING FOR EVENT ID NOT _N TASK ACTION TABLE IS NOT
DEFINED)
OUTPUTS
• UPDATED EVENT LOG
I'RW
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SOF'Ia,VARE RELIABILITY:
Optimunl Maintenance |'o|icies for |{ardware-Softwarc Systems
Amrit L. Gocl and J. Soenjot0
Syracuse University
Alan Sukert
Rome Air Dcvclopnlent Center
The objective of this presentation is to develop an analytical tuodel for a hardware-software sys-
tem at a macro level in order to calculate the optimtm+ maintenance policies. A markov nlodel
of a hardware-_ftware system is developed. We a._,;ume that the system consists of Imrdware
and _l'tware components which are subject to random failures and random maintenance times.
Distributions of the time to next failure and maintenance times (of.both hardware and software
componettts'l are assumed to be exponential. Next we explain the ntaintenance and failure rate
giving _ttle factors on which they depend. Some operational performance measures, such as
distribution of time to next I'aihtre. probability of successful operation for a specified time. sys-
tent availability, distributitm of number of faihtrcs by a specified time are developed ilext and
studied. Afterwards. we d_wclop a cost model which incorl_rates the cost of I:ailurcs. system
maintcnat_ce at'tivities, and down time. Then we formulate the problem as a non-linear optimi-
zation prt_blcnt with or without constraints on repair rates and system availability to cotuptttc
the oi'_lituum maintenance policies.
• .:.+
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ECONOMICALLY OPTIMUM llARDWARE/SOFI'WARE MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
by
Amrit L. Goel l, Jopie B. Soenjoto 2, Alan N. Sukert 3
Continued increase in tile use of computer systems in a wide variety of applications has necessi-
tated a greater emphasis on the development and deployment of cost-effective and reliable hard-
ware/software systems. Several models have been developed and tested during the past seven
years to quantify the perlbrmance of such software systems.
. - In this presentation, we summarize our previous results and then present a Markovian model for
the operational phase of a hardware/software system. Several performance measures, such as
average system availability, and number of software and hardware failures by time t, are developed
and studied. A cost model is proposed which incorporates the cost of Ihilures, systenl unavail-
ability and maintenance. Optimum maintenance policiesare computed by formulating the prob-
lem as a nonlinear optimizatio!i problem with or without constraints on repair rates and system
availability.
I Pwtcsst_r. I.E.&O.R.. and Sch,_ol or"Ct_mputcr and Inlotnkatuan Science. S_r_cuse Unv,'ersit_i.
--_- "R¢_'atch A_.._stanl. i.L&O.R.. S)racu_€ Lnlverslt._.
31SIS. Rome Atr I')e,,elopment Center. Grtfl'i_,,iAtr Iorce Ba_. Rome. Ne_ York. ! 34.11.
A.Goel
Syracuse U.
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OBJECTIVES
• DEVELOP AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING HARDWARE-
SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE AT A MACRO LEVEL.
• EXPLORE TRADEOFFS BETWEEN PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• DETERMINE OPTIMUM PARAMETRIC VALUE
-- WITHOUT CONSTRAINTS
- WITH CONSTRAINTS
• PROVIDE iNSIGHTS INTO ROLES OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS IN DETERMIN-
ING PERFORMANCE
1'=
3
,t. Goal
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MARKOV MODEL FOR A HARDWARE-SOFTWARE SYSTEM
• SYSTEM CONSISTS OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
• THESE ARE SUBJECT TO RANDOM FAILURES
• MAINTENANCE TIMES ARE RANDOM
1P
A MARKOV MODEL
• FAILURES, MAINTF.NANCE ASSUMED RANDOM WITH EXPONENTIAL
DISTRIBUTIONS
/--
• KEY PARAMETERS:
-- S/W FAILURE RATE (hi)
-- H/W FAILURE RATE (_)
-- SAN MAINTENANCE RATE (_i)
-- HiW REPAIR RATE 17)
1P
.
A. (;oel
6ot'7.5
DISTRIBUTION OF FAILUREAND MAINTENANCE TIMES
• Ti - TIME T.'O NEXT SOFTWARE FAILURE
"° • Wi - SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE TIME
• U - TIME TO NEXT HARDWARE FAILURE
• V - HARDWARE MAINTENANCE TIME
cdfofT i = 1 -e "iXt
cdf of Wi = 1 - e-/Jit
cdfof U = 1 -e "/3t
cdf of V = 1 - e-Tt
1P
A. (;od
S_'racu._U.
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FAILURE RATES:
• DETERMINE TIMES BETWEENFAILURES
• i_EPEND ON:
-- CODEQUALITY
-- TESTING LEVEL
7- -- REDUNDANCY
- FAULT TOLERANCE
-- WORK LOAD
S) r-z_-_ L'.
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MAINTENANCE
• INCLUDESALL ACTIVITIES REQUIREDTO BRING THE SYSTEMBACK
INTO OPERATIONAFTER A FAILURE
P • DOESNOT INCLUDE ENHANCEMENTOF CAPABILITIES
• DEPENDSON
- QUALITY OF PERSONNEL
- S/W DEVELOPMENTMETHODOLOGY
- SYSTEMRECOVERABILITY
.r -.
..
f-
._God
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c) cP i-IPh qN P_h P! qN-2 Ph qi Ph ql Ph 1
G • 6 • 0 • •
< /,k ,.
_i_ Diagrammatic Representationof Transitions
Between States of X(t).
SOME USEFUL OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES .
• DISTRIBUTION OF TIME TO NEXT FAILURE
_. :.o- -
-- • PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL OPERATION FOR A SPECIFIED TIME
• SYSTEM AVAILABILITY
• DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF FAILURES BY A SPECIFIED TIME
.\. (;o_..-1
_._.r4_.-u.,v..L.
llofZE
PH-.9
0
I = .02 B = .01 _ = .9
"S
= .05 7 = .025 Ph = .9
N = 10, n = 9,8,7,...,2,1,0
CunlulativeOistribution F_qction of
...._" First Passage Time to n.
. SyracuseU.
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Expected Cumulative Number of Failures.
• m
• - .
Contours of Averaae Availabilit_y vs.
Repair Rates: Hardware-Software System
(8 = .01, k = .05, t = 500).
\. G,a_: l
5yracu_t.
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Surface of Average Availability vs. Repair Rates: Hardware-
Soft'careSystem (8 = .01, _ = .05, t = 500).
OPERATIONAL COST MODELS
• INCLUDE COSTS OF
- FAILURES (ItARDWARE OR SOFTWARE)
- MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY AND PERSONNEL
- SYSTEM DOWNTIME
• PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT AFFECT COST:
- EXPECTED NUMBER OF FAILURES
- SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY
'lP
.o_
COST
TOTAL
COST
FAILURES'
COST
MAINTENANCE
COST
SYSTEMDOWN cosT
_INTENANCE RATE, y
.. A. (;o¢1
I?ol ".5
0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0 25
o ,2o _ o .2Q
o
g 0.15 0.15
.1_
P,
0
p;
0.05 _ O. 0£"
0.05 0.I0 0.15 0.20
llardwareRepair Rate,
Contours of Expcctcd Total Cost/Unit Time vs.
Repair Rates:fl!ardware-Software System (S= .01,
I = .05, t = 500, cost factors = 10). ,.
F A°_!
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Expected Total Cest/Unit Time vs. Repair Rate{: Hardware-
Soft,:arcSystcr (S = .01, I --.95, t = 500).
OPTIMIZATION OF OPERATIONAL COST
• FOR GIVEN COST FACTORS, EXPECTED TOTAL COST IS SOLELY DETER-
MINED BY THE FAILURE AND MAINTENANCE RATES.
• FOR A GIVEN SYSTEM, FAILURE OR MAINTENANCE RATES CAN BE
OPTIMIZED.
s--'"
,.
o..
OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
i
• FUNCTIONS INVOLVED ARE NON-LINEAR
• 2ND AND HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES ARE ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO
OBTAIN
• WE USE THE FOLLOWING METHODS:
-- POWELL'S SEARCH "_
-- VARIABLE METRIC METHOD AND j UNCONSTRAINEDDFP LGORITHM
-- LAGRANGIAN FUNCTIONS AS '_ CONSTRAINEDUNCONSTRAINED FOR USING VMM J
f Ao
S)_cu_ U.
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SOFTHRR£ STSTEM
_r o io lo io , ./"
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iu-< RE_A'IR R._TE _u_
Expected Total CostlUnit Time vs. ReRair Rate for
Different Cost Factors (_= .05, t= 500).
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Expected Total Cost/Unit Time (fDr Different
Cost Factors) and Average Availability vs.
Repair Rate (_ = .05, t = 500).
.%.(_),el
$ _._:u._ L'.
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Expected TotalCost/Unit Time and Average
Availability vs. Repair Gates: Hardware-
Software System (6 = .01, _ = .05, t = 500).
J,,Go,J
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!CONCLUSIONS
_. • MODEL PROVIDES AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSMENT
• NEEDS REFINEMENTS, RELAXATION OF ASSUMPTIONS
• NEEDS VALIDATION
• TOO MACRO?
• FURTHER WORK ON OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS DESIRABLE
tim
S)T4_u_ L.
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SOFTWARE RELIABILITY:
A Comparison of Results Obtained from Established Software Reliability Models
Martin H. Horn and William E..Thompson
Columbia Research Corporation, Arlington, Virginia
ABSTRACT
The software error detection process may be described as a stochastic process within the general
Poisson family, but is distinguished by having rates which are changed by events, i.e. detection
and correction of software errors.
Two of the best known models of the software error detection process are here compared, the
Jelinski-Moranda model [ l ] and a Bayes inference model [2, 31. Simulation techniques are used
to generate software-related system failure data which is analyzed by both models. Point esti-
mates and confidence limits are compared, i
It is demonstrated that uncertainty may be considerable for reasonable sample sizes and should
certainly be considered in any application of these techniques. It is further demonstrated that
the Jelinski-Moranda model is extremely sensitive to failure of data to tbllow the model's inter-
nal assumptions, often not providing any point estimates, a factor which may limit its usefulness
in many real-world situations. The Bayes model is shown to be able to respond to the introduc-
._ t_.on of additional errors in the software correction process, a condition where error counting
models such as the Jelinski-Moranda generally fail to converge.
INTRODUCTION
A "malfunction" or "failure" of a computerized system is any respo._ unacceptable to an ob-
jective and consistent :tser. Each system failure falls within one of three cat_ories: a hardware--
related system failure (caused by such factors as error in hardware d_n or _'onstruction, or t'ail-
ure of component in service): a software-related system failure (caused by error in design or
implementation of computer programs, data or documentation) and the ambiguous or unknown
lhilure which cannot immediately be placed in either the hardware-related or software-related
categories.
The overall reliability of the system may be,defined as the probability that the system will func-
tion throughout a given interval of time without a failure, given that it was functioning at the
start of the interval. "Software reliability" is then defined as the probability that the system will
function throughout a given time intervak'without experiencing a softv,,zre-related system failure.
The mechanisms of hard\rare-related and software-related system failure are considered to be in-
dependent point processes tbllowing a Poisson distribution with a constant rate parameter. This
rate parameter, for software-related wstem failures, is denoted by ), throughout this study and
will be the parameter solved for in the reliability models. I'Ve recipro_.d of X is the expected or
mean time to the next softwar_related system failure, assuming no further correction of software
errors, and thus may be related to "'sot't_are reliability" as already de9.'_ed.
In the develo[,ment of a hardwa'e-software system, software may be t_ted-or debugged using
test hardx_are xOfich may not be the environment in which it eventually bill o_rate, In the te_t
emironment. _ftware errors are detected :hrough exerci_: of the different program branches.
The discovery of a _tt\_are errol in ,_uch a test process is defined, for _.hepurposes of the_e re-
_" liability models, as equivalent to a ,_ttware-relat_ t'_,ilure of the comTiete s.vMa-.,nill the t_eld.
_,Lltorn
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THE MODELS
The two models investigated in this paper estimate the rate parameter X in two different ways,
both using as input the observed times between software-related system failures. The time to the
first software-related system failure is denoted as xI ; the time between the first and second fail-
ures is x2; the time between the (n - l)th and nth failures is xn. The sum of all xi; from i = i
to i = n, is the total elapsed time after n software-related system failures have occurred (Figure
I). ."
A. Jelinski-Moranda Model
Jelinski and Moranda, in 1972, were among the first to offer a mathematical formulation for
software reliability prediction. This model is one of a family of classical generalized Poisson mod-
els. It assumes that a given software package contains a finite number N of errors initially.
The fundamental assumption of the Jelinski-Moranda model is that X is proportional to the num-
ber of errors currently present in the software, and that each error, once detected through a
software-related system failure, is corrected immediately with no errors introduced in :he correc-
tion process. As each error is removed, X will decline in steps, but it is a constant rate parameter
between each detect'_on and removal of an error (Figure 2).
The Jelinski-Moranda algorithm for estimating the value of N is:
n 1 n EXi
E - (1)
i=t N-(i- 1)
-- N xi-
(n, N are positive integers with N >_ n)
Once a best estimate for N is found, the proportionality constant _ which represents one error's
contribution to the failure rate is computed as:
n
o = (2)
N _"_ Xi - ff'_ (i - I) X,
The rate parameter k is then calculated from:
k = bIN- (n- 1)! (3)
The computer algorithm used in the solution Of these equations first evaluates the left- and right-
hand sides of equation (I) for N = n. It then evaluates these expressions for N = n + 1, N = n +
2, etc., establishing curves describing the left-hand and right-hand .'ides as functions of N. When
an N is found where these curves intersect-or close to such an intersection if they do not inter-
sect at an integer value of N-this N is the estimate of the number of errors originally presented
and is used !n calculation of ¢ and X.
Should _teration of this procedure reach a preset maximum N without the curves intersecting, no
further iteration is carried out and a message "'NOSOLUTION FOUND" is printed. (In most
M. Ilorn
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runs this maximum N was set at 200. In several runs, tile maximum was increased to 400 with
no signifit-ant change in the probability of not reaching a solution: it was concluded that in most
cases when no solution is found the equation will not converge, rather than converge on an N
higher than the limit.)
The faihtre times xi were generated through a random number routine for input to the model to
simulate a series of error detections. The xi have an exponential distribution with a rate param-
eter Xo = Co[No - (i - I)1 where the "true" values NO and €o are input at the start of the run
and the Xi computed from:
ri = ! -e-¢oXi(N o-(i- I)) (4)
where the ri is the random numbers unilbrmly distributed over [0, I I.
After each "'failure occurrence" the series of xi so far generated would be used in a Jelinski-
Moranda estimate of N and X. if the equation (i) did in fact converge, these estimates would be
printed out.
Figure 3 represents a typical output from a Jeli,lski-Moranda run. The horizontal axis denotes n.
the number of software-related s:,'stem failures which have already occurred, while tile vertical !
axis represents X as computed through tile Jelinski-Moranda model at each successive n. The
graph compares the X computed through the software development process to !he "true" Xo de-.
fined in terms of the input parameters ¢o and NO by:
_'o = Co(No - (n - 1)) (51
This Ibllows from the fundamental assumption that _kis dependent on the number of errors re-
maining in the program, and that each error is corrected inunediately ur,on discovery. Equation
(4) may thus be restated as
I
xn - lnll -r n)- 1 (4)
Xo(nl
Although Xo is a step function which is constant between changes in n. it is shown in Figt, re 3 as
a constantly declining function of n.
There are gaps in the graph of _, ::s a function of n. as computed through the Jelinski-Moranda
model. Where no X appears for a given n. Figure 3. no solution was computed for that n because
equation tll failed to converge.
B. Bayes Model
The second reliability model considered in this study is based on the Bayes inft'rence procedure.
The procedure assumes that X is a random variable end locates confidence limits of that variable
from the posterior distribution function of X.
The BJyes inference procedure computes a posterior density function based on a previously com-
puted prior density function and the experimental data obtained since the computation of the
prior. At a given time T O after ko errors have been detected, the prior may be defined as:
M. Iiorn
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(XTo)ko e-XTo
p(X) = [Reference 21 (6)
F(ko + 1)
where F represents tile gamma function (F(ko + I) = ko! if ko is an integer ;> 0).
It is assumed here that the software in question does in fact contain further errors: that at a
given time T' beyond the TO the number k of errors already detected will increase to k' = ko +
k. At this time the posterior density function for X may be represented as:
(T' + To) (_,(T' + To))(k'
+ ko) e-_,(T' . To)
f(XIk, T) = (7)
F(k''tk o + I)
The distribution function is generated by numerical integration of this density function using
Simpson's rule. The density function is used as the prior in evaluation of the posterior density
function for the next test interval where after another interval of time T' a number k' of errors
is detected through software-related system failures.
The distribution function, defined as:
X'/-
F(X'Ik, T) = J,, f(Xlk, T) dX (8)
f
is used to compute upper and lower confidence limits and a medium value for X. The medium
provldcs a point estimate for X, while the confidence limits are a measure of the uncertainty of
this point estimate. For all the illustrations used in this study, upper and lower 80% confidence
limits are employed-defining an 80% probability that the true X is between them. Integral (8)
is evaluated for values of X' ranging from zero to one, generally in intervals of 0.01. Where the
values of the integral is closest to 0.1, the upper limit of integration X' is printed out as the lower
80% confidence limit. Tit,. medium is that X' where the integral value is closest to 0.5, and the
upper 80% confidence limit that ,V where the value of the integral is closest to 0.9 (Figure 4).
Data is generated for the Bayes analysis by the same simulation process used for the Jelinski-
Moranda analysis. The Bayes k and the Jelinski-Moranda n are the same. both equal to the num-
ber of detected errors up to the Bayes T. which is the sum of the Jelinski-Moranda xi.
Figure 5 is a plot of a typical Bayes analysis using the model just described. As in Figure 3, the
horizontal axis represents the number of errors already detected and the vertical axis represents
the computed Valuesof X. The curx'es, from the bottom, represent the lower confidence limit.
median and tipper confidence limit respectively. The true rate. Xo, is shown. In this case _o
obc\s the Jelinski-Moranda assumption of immediate error correction. The confidence limits
converge toward a given value as more errors are discovered, narrowing the range in Milch the
true X is likely to be found.
PROCEDURE FOR COMPARISON MODELS
For each comparison between these models, a series of "failure times" \_as generated and stored
on tape so that the identical data could be analyzed using both models.
_. Ik_m
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Figure 6 is an overlay of Figures 3 and 5: a direct comparison of the Jelinski-Moranda and
Bayes model estimates of X for the same input data. In this case the data was generated using
Equation (4): the Jelinski-Moranda assumption" of immediate error correction holds. As might
be expected, the more data is available the closer both models estimate to the "true" 7'0"
However, as n approaches I00 (the input No) the Bayes model converges to approximately half-
way between the or'.,ginalXo and zero (the theoretical lk when all errors have been corrected).
Figure 7 is a similar run with different input data. Again, the xi are computed using the Jelinski-
Momnda hypothesis of immediate error correction; again the Bayes model converges to a value
higher than Xo as errors are corrected; again there is a considerable range of n where no Jelinski-
Moranda estimate is available. Comparison of Figures 6 and 7 shows that the Je!inski-Moranda
value does not appear where X as indicated by the Bayes model is an increasing function of n.
This corresponds to an increase in the rate of error discovery per unit time-directly contradicting
the Jelinski-Moranda hypothesis of decreasing X as errors are corrected. Figure 7 also plots the
"arithmetic mean" defined as n/T or failures per unit time. This curve closely follows the Bayes
median.
MODELCOMPARISONFOR VARIOUS INPUT HYPOTItESIS
Figure 8 is another run in which the Jelinski-Moranda hypothesis was followed in generation of
input data. The first "failure" occurred at an abnormally long time after start of testing, as corn- _
pared to ;ko. As in all other runs, the time to the first failure is used to compute the first Bayes
prior, and thus the prior lk is abnormally low. As further "'failures" occurred, the rate X was ob-
served as increasing since it had been low at the start. The Bayes model followed this observed
increase and converged toward the given lko. However no solution was obtained from the
Jelinski-Moranda model at an)" point of this run. This is further indication that the Jelinski-
Moranda model does not provide any estimate of ikwhen the trend of the.rate is upward.
In all the examples presented so far, the input to the simulation process has conformed to the
Jelinski-Moranda assumption that a software error is corrected immediately upon detection. How-
ever. in the "real world" this may not always be true: an attempted correction may not remove
an error, or may introduce a new error. The simulation process was therefore modified to allow
for this possibility.
In F_ure 9 is shown the result of a run in which, upon detection of a software error, a 75%
probability was assumed that the error would be corrected. The other 25% of the time the cor-
rection attempt was unsuccessful: the number of errors remaining in the program was unchanged.
To provide this hypothesis, a random number was generated; if this number was less than or
equal to 0.75 the number n' of errors corrected would decrease by 1, otherwise n' would remain
unchanged. The failure rate Iko in Equations (4) and (5) would then be dependent on n'. the
number of errors actually corrected, which may now be different from n (or i), the number of
soft,are-related system failures observed (Figure I0).
= Oo(No- (n'- l)) (9)
_o(i)
ri = 1 -e "xi (10)
No solution was found anywhere on this run by the Jelinski-Moranda model. In the several runs
made using this hypothesis, no Jelinski-Moranda solutions were found except ,n those cases where
M. Horn
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tile [mntediate correction hypotht'-sis was obeyed for the first several iterations (n' = n); the
Jelirtski-Moranda model would produce an estimate of X lbr these iterations but 11olafter the
first instance of non-correction. Once the model stopped producing estimates, it would not re-
sume at any time. The Bayes model is shown to converge-and since the decrease of )'o is slower
thaa before, the Bayes model here used. which searches for a constant failure rate. converges
"'bet'_er" to Xo than it dia when the Jclinski-Moranda hypothesis was followed.
Figure ! 1 shows a run similar to Figure O. but in which the probability existed of the introduc-
tion of further errors during the software correction process. A random number determined
whether n' as defined above decreased (error corrected), increased (error not corrected and new
error introducedl or remained the same S,error not corrected, or corrected but new error intro-
duced) (Figure ! 27. l-quations (o) and (I01 were again used. once an n' was e:,tablished, to gen-
erate "'t'ailure times". The result is the _me as the previous run: the Jelinski-Moranda model is
ttsable to handle this deviation from its internal assumptions and does not reach a solution
an.v,._,here.
In another tested hypothesis, correction of errors follows the Jelinski-Moranda assumption for
the _rst fifteen errors detecttxl: each is corrected immediately. The next live errors.are not
corrected: five software-related system failures occur and no successful error correction is made.
After tht_" five failures, a correction is finally achieved and the process again follows the Jelinski- t
Moranda a_umption, in Figt,re 13. Xo is shown to decline from n = I to n = 15. Front n = 15 '
to n = 20..Xo remains constant !,the number of errors corrected, n', remains at !5 while the num-
ber of failures, n. increases). After n = 20. ,Xo declines again, at the same rate as before n = 15
as all errors are again corrected immediately. The Jelinski-Moranda model produces estimates of
/__. ,Xup until n = 15- the point at which its hypothesis is violated. Thereafter. it does not con-
verge to a ._lution-even after the region of non~correction has been left. Again the Bayes model
is shown as better able to foUow a changing failure rate. even though it does not conform to the
Ba.xt'-s internal hypothesis of a const:mt rate.
Figure 14 is a result of using a hypothesis similar to that of Figttre 13, but with additional errors
intr_aduc_'d. From n = 1 to n = 20. the.lelinski-Moranda hypothesis is followed. Front n = 21
to t: = 25. one new error is introduced at each ):allure: as n increased by I. n' decreases by I.
After n = 25. the Jelinski-Moranda hyixothesis is again l'611owed. The graph shows .Xo decreasing
ttntit n = 20. then increasing until n reaches 25. after which it decreases again at the same rate as
belL,re. As in Figure 13. the Ielinski-Momnda model produced "estimates of X until the point at
whi,:h its hypothesis was violated, and did not converge again even once its h.vlx_thesis was again
valid.
In l--;.gure 15. an opposite perturbation was applied to the Jelinski-Moranda hylx._thesis. A cor-
rect',:,n \,as assumed to follow each error detection, however it was possible to correct more than
one ,.-rror al a time. IA second error amy be discovered in examination of the code in the pro-
cess of correction of the original error _hich caused a failure.) if one error was corrected, n'
increases b.,, 1: if two errors were corre_._ed at one time, n' increases by 2 as n increases by I.
Ilere the Jctinski-Moranda model was able to reach estimates of X although the.v appear to be _'
uni1\_rml.x low: the Bayes model ,.x_n;'ergesto a high value.
ASSF RI-IONS RI:.SULTIN(, FROM COMPARISON OF MODELS
It ha, been ._ho\t,n that the Jel'_n+ki-.Moranda mode! :_ill provide an e_timate of ,X\+hen the as-
sunlptio_-; :mderl._ ing the model are valid, but any tx:rturbation of these assumptions which has
the ,:!feet ,'f increasing the rate .Xo abe\e that otherv.ise encountered will cause this model not
M. ilorn
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to converge to an estimate. On the other hand, the Bayes constant-rate model which is com-
pared to it will always provide a point estimate and confidence!imits, but may converge to a
value above Xo as n increases.
Even where the Jelinski-Moranda hypothesis holds, but the actual rate of error detection is shown
to (temporarily) increase, the Jelinski-Momnda model will not reach a solution (Figures 6. 7, 81.
The assertion sut_.ests itself that this non-convergence of the Jelinski-Moranda model may be in-
herent in the definition of the model; that it may be proven, from the definition of the model,
that it wiU not converge.if the trend in the xi is d_'reasing, indicating that failure occurrence
frequency is increasing.
Sukert, et al. [51 have demonstrated that the maximum likelihood estimator of the Jelinski-
Moranda N does not exist in the case where the time interval xi between error detections is con-
stant or decreasing as n increases, a finding which :_grees with the assertions made here that no
Jelinski-Moranda solution is lbund when the trend of the xi is decreasing (corresponding to an
incrcam in rate of error detection).
CONCLUSIONS: FURTHER DEVELOPMENT I¶
The Bayes model, even in the current constant-rate assumption, has been shown able to respond
to perturbations in error discovery rates which cause the Jelinski-Moranda model to fail to reach
an estimate of X.
-- The Jelinski-Moranda model is one of several error count models, some of which assume an in-
creasing rate and some a decreasing. Moranda [61 has discussed the application of several of
these models, but none of them is suitable as a si__.le reliability model which will follow any
change in rate of failure occurrence or error detedk_n. Littlewood [31 and Goel [41 have de-
veloped more flexible Bayes models, allowing increasing and decreasing *o- Development is con-
tinuing at CRC on modifications to the Bayes model which will permit it to follow a declining
rate trend if there is in fact such a trend. Such a model would recognize a trend and modil3' the
prior in accordance with the trend, so as not to be influenced by extreme fluctuation of rate
earl.,," in the software development process, although in no way would it stop production of es-
timates should the trend be reversed.
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PANEL #4
MEASURING THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
S. Sheppard/E. Kruesi/B. Curtis, I'I-1"
R. Cruickshank/J. Gaff hey, Jr.. IBM Federal Systems Division
-- S. Moy, Logicon, Inc.
MEASURINGTHE DEVELOPMENTPROCESS:
Symbology and Spatial Arrangement:
Effects on the Comprehension of Software Specifications
S. B. Sheppard, E. Kruesi, and B. Curtis
ITI"
The costs and reliability of software development and maintenance are affected by how efficiently
programmers can perform their tasks throughout the software life-cycle. Easily understood speci-
fications are a primary criterion for a successful _'stem development effort. This experiment in-
vestigated the understandability of various specification formats in a laboratory environment.
Two dimensions of specification formats were examined: the type of symbology and the spatial
arrangement of the information.
Three types of symbology were evaluated: natural language, constrained language and ideograms.
The natural language consisted of a description of a pro_am in English narrative. The constrained
language was a modified version of PDL (Program Design Language). The ideograms were com-
prised of the standard IBM flow chart symbols.
Three spatial arrangements were also evaluated: sequential, branching and hierarchicaE In the
sequential versions, both the flow of control and the nesting levels were arranged vertically. !_T'ne
sequential arrangement is the standard format for presenting PDL and English narrative.) The
branching arrangement was similar to a structured flow chart and had a vertical flow of control
and horizontal nesting. The heirarchical arrangement _as somewhat tree--like in nature with a
horizontal flow of control and vertical nesting.
--- Each of the three types of symbology were presented in three spatial arrangements, resul:ing in
nine specifi_tion formats. These nine formats were prepared for each of three small programs
(approximately 50 lines of code).
Seventy-two participants were asked to study a set of specifications and then answer a series of
questions from the specifications. The questions were presented interactively on a CRT. The
answers and response times were recorded automatically. Each participant saw specifications for
the three different programs. Across the three pro_ams, each spatial arrangement and each type
of symbolog.v was seen once.
Eighteen questions comprised each experimental task. These included: 5 forward-tracing ques-
tions, 5 backward-tracing questions 0rtd 8 input--output questions. For the forward-tracing ques-
tions, the participants were given a set of conditions from the specifications. Their task was to
trace through the specifications and find the first statement executed under those conditions.
For the backward-tracing questions, they v,..re presented with a statement. Their task was to
determine the relevant conditions which hem when that statement was executed. For the input-
output questions, they were some data and were required to give the output values.
The level of accuracy was high (89%) and did not differ across the r,ine formats. Both forward-
and backward-tracing questions were answered more quickly from specifications presented in con-
strained language or ideograms than in natural language. Forward-tracing questions were answered
most quickly from a branching arrangement, and backward-tracing questions were amwered more
quickly from branching and hierarchical arrangements. Response times to the input--output ques-
tions did not vary significantly as a function of the type of symbology or the spatial arrangement.
s. sam,r_,t
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When asked which type of symbology they preferred, the majority of the participants preferred
the constrained language, while the fewest preferred natural language. In terms of the spatial ar-
rangement, the branching alrangement was the most preferred while the hierarchical arrangement
was the least preferred.
These results extend previous research on presentation formats by demonstrating the separate con-
tributions of symbology and spatial arrangement to comprehension.
°.
s. Sht-i_r_d
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BRANCHING
PDL
P_GP,AJ4GAS-STATION
I
SETI= 8
SETJ ,, B
READFROfl' INFILE': fl
I
DOWHILEN>_ !
SETSERVE= 0
SETWAIT = 8
SETCUST• g
SETT[_ = 1
I
DOWHILETI,"IE_ I
IFSERVE>8
TH_ I ELSE
' 1SETSERVE= SF_RVE- II
IF RAH(I, J)->8.9
I ELSEi
SETCUST "CUST+I
SETWAIT = WAlT+SERVE
SETSERVE= SERVE+8
I
SETTIME- TIME+1
I
SETAWAIT -WAITICUST
I
PRINT'AVERAGEWAIT
IS',AVWAIT
I
READFRG'i'INFILE': (l
I -
ENDOFGAS-STATION
.ai:.,3ii,;ALF',r,_E iS
_. OF PO02 QUALITY
PROGP_tlTOSIMULATE BRANCHING
WAITINGTIMEATA NATURALGASSTAIION
I LANGUAGE
SET THE INITIAL VALUES
FOR THE RANDOMNUMBER
GENERATOR TO ZERO.
I
READ THE TOTAL NUMBER
OF MINUTES FOR THE
SIMULAIION FROM THE
FILE 'INFILE'.
I
DO THE STEPS TO THE
RIGHT WHILE THE NUMBER
OF MINUTES FOR THE
SIMULATION IS LARGER I
ITHAN ZERO.
SET THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES TO ZERO:
THE MAXIMUH WAITING TIME, THE A_CUHULATED
WAITING TIME, AND THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS.
SET THE SIMULATION TIME TO ONE MINUTE,
I
I i
"" _ "-- DO THE STEPS TO THE "RIGHT WHILE THE
SIMULATION TIME IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL |
TO THE NUMBER CF MINUTES FO_ T_l[ |F THE MAXlM_ WAITING TIM_ IS GREATER
SIMULATION. THAN ZERO I
THEN I OTHERWISE
,' I-_ DECREASE|IT BY ONE.
I
|F THE NUMBE_ RFTURNED BY THE RANDOM
NUMBE_GENERATORIs CREATERTHANOR
EQUAL TO 0.9
THEN I 0T_ERNISE!
INCREASE THE NUMBEROF CUSTOMERS BY DNE,
INCREASE THE ACCUMUI.ATEDTOTAL WAITING TII_
BY THE I_,XIMUM WAITING TIME, AND IWCREASE
THE MAXIMUMWAITING TII_ BY EIGHT MINUTES.
I
I
INCREASE THE SIMULATION TIME BY ONE MINUTE,
I
CALCULATE THE AVERAGE WAIT|NG TIME BY
DIVIDING THE ACCUMULATED WAITING TIME
BY THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS.
I
PRINT THE AVERAGE WAITING TIME, _1_I
READ THE tOTAL NUMBER OF MINUTES FOR
THE NEXT SI/qULATIOM FROM THE FILE
'I_ILE_" J "
THIS COMPLETES THE PROCESS NECESSARY
TO SIMULATE HALTING TIME AT A GAS
STATION.
s.s_
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SEQUENTIAL
PROGRAMGASSTATION PDL
SETI= 0
SETJ = 0
READFROM'INFILE':N
• DOWHILEN'O
SETSERVE= 0
SETWAIT=0 -.
SETCUST=0
SETTIME= 1
WHILETIMEsN
IFSERV[-O
THEN
SETSERVE= SERVE- 1
ENDIF
IFRAN(I,J)_O.9
THEN
SETCUST= CUST. I
SETWAIT= WAIT. SERVE
SETSERVE=SERVE.8
ENDIF
SETTIME= TIME. l
ENDDO
SETAWAIT= WAIT/{UST
PRINT'AVERAGEWAITIS',A_AII
R_D FRO(4'INFILE':N
ENDDO
ENDOFGASSTATION
S. Sheppard
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v SEQUENTIAL"
NATURAL
PROGRAMTO SIMULATEWAITINGTIMEATA GASSTATION LANGUAGE
SET THE INITIAL VALUES FOR THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TO ZERO,
READ THE NUMBER OF MINUTES FOR THE SIMULATION FROM THE FILE 'INFILE',
Do STEPS 1 THROUGH 5 WHILE THE NUMBER OF MINUTES FOR THE SIMULATION
IS LARGER THAN ZERO,
1, SET THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES TO ZERO: THE MAXIMUM
WAITING TIME, THE ACCUMULATED WAITING TIME, AND
THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS,
i
2, Do STEPS A THROUGH C WHILE THE SIMULATION TIME IS
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF MINUTES FOR THE
SIMULATION,
--- (A) IF THE MAXIMUM WAITING TIME IS GREATER THAN ZERO,
DECREASE IT BY ONE,
(B) IFTHE NUMBER RETURNED BY THE RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATOR IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 0,9, INCREASE
THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS BY ONE, INCREASE THE
ACCUMULATED WAITING TIME BY THE MAXIMUM WAITING TIME,
AND INCREASE THE MAXIMUM WAITING TIME BY 8 MINUTES,
(C) INcREASE THE SIMULATION TIME BY ONE MINUTE,
3, CALCULATE THE AVERAGE WAITING TIME BY DIVIDING THE
... ACCUMULATED WAITING TIME BY THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS,
4-, PRINT THE AVERAGE"WAITING TIME,
5, READ THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MINUTES FOR THE NEXT SIMULATION
FROM THE FILE 'INFILE',
THIS COMPLETES THE PROCESS NECESSARY TO SIMULATE WAITING-TIME AT A
GAS STATION,
s.sh_
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MEASURING THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS:
Software Design Coupling and Strength Matrices
R. D. Cruickshank and J. E. Gaffney, Jr.
IBM Corporation, Federal Systems Division, Manassas, VA
OVERVIEW
MeyersI has defined two concepts of considerable importance to representing the degree of
'goodness' of a software design, 'coupling" and 'strength'. 'Coupling" indicates the degree of in-
terconnectedness of modules. 'Strength' indicates the degree of cohesiveness of module function.
Both of these measures relate to the ease of modification of a module. If modules have relatively
low strength, then the function they effect will be relatively diffused, and changes in a function
will be propagated among a plurality of modules at decreased efficiency and increased cost.
Cruickshank and Gaffney2 have developed a set of metrics relating to the 'goodness" of a software
design and its degree of completion. A (software) metric is a mathematical measure of a body of
software that is sensitive to differences in software characteristics. Two Of these metrics, for i
'coupling" and 'strength', are described in detail here. The effect of these metrics is to transform
these qualitative concepts into quantitative measures. These metrics are a tool for evaluatinga
design and comparing it with alternatives. These measures have been applied to a design written
in a design language,Process Design Language (PDL).
STRENGTH
Meyers has defined two types of high strength modules. The first, 'functional strength', refers to
a module in which all of the elements relate to the performance of a single function. The other,
'informational strength', relates to a module that performs multiple functions with a single data
structure. The strength metric recognizes that 'strength' is a two-dimensional coJtcept, in which
the relative numbers of (unique) inputs and outputs are represented and the depth of processing
(number of actions indicated) is included. This is necessary in order to cover the range of cases
in which modules exhibit high functional or informational strength. Let Y = no. of module
outputs/no, of module inputs and X = !/total number of assignment, 'RUN' and 'CALL' PDL
statements. Then S = X + jY, a complex number. For comparative purposes, S the strength =
X + y2. As an illustrative example, a module exhibiting higher informational strength might
take from types of data A, B, C, and D and do many things to them. As an example, take the
following code sequence which would also appear the same in the design language, PDL:
0t: -: A+B+C+D
02: = A2 + B2 + C2 + D2
03: = (A/B)* [C + 3DI
In this case, X = 1/3; Y = 3/4 = 0.75; and S = 0.819. A module of lower informational strength
could be one that performs several unrelated functions:
Or: = A+B
-02: = C + D
R. C._uick_fl_tnk
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Here, X = 1/2; Y = 2/4 = 0.5; and S = 0.707.
Note the relationship between the strength measures and the transfer function of an electronic
circuit, which has a gain (rate of output]input magnitudes) and a phase (measure of delay through
a circuit).
COUPLING
Coupling is a measure of the relationships among modules, whereas strength is a measure of rela-
tionships among the elements within a module. Coupling measures the degree to which two mod-
ules are interconnected. The less the coupling, the better the design, because intellectual control
of design is facilitated and the propagation of changes is minimized for a given module. Let Z
equal the average number of input and output items shared by this module and another one.
This figure can be normalized, if desired, to vary between 0 (for high coupling) to ! (for low
coupling). If k = 1 - exp (--0.66943/Z); then if Z = 1, k = 0.988: and if Z = 0.25, k = 0.93.
1
OBSERVATIONS
Software metrics create a new dimension for the evaluation of software. They can greatly im-
prove the manageability of the software development process and enhance the growth of the re-
sultant product. The set of metrics should include ones for coupling and strength to replace the
qualitative measures for these items used heretofore. The data for the mathematical measures of
coupling and strength given here can be derived automatically if a system, such as PSL/PSA, de-
veloped by the University of Michigan, is employed to support the design process. Very import-
antly, these metrics provide a method of comparing designs and suggesting improvements to soft-
ware designs.
+
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OBJECTIVE OF OUR WORK IS TO QUANTIFY SOME MEASURES OF
GOODNESS/BADNESS OF DESIGN
R. Cruickskank
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TWO IMPORTANT CONCEPTS* REPRESENTINGTHE DEGREEOF
GOODNESS OF A SOFTWAREDESIGN ARE: .
STRENGTH - INDICATES COHESIVENESSOF MODULE FUNCTION
COUPLING -- INDICATES DEGREEOF INTERCONNECTEDNESSOF
MODULES
*SUGGESTEDBY MYERS IN "RELIABLE SOFTWARETHROUGH COMPOSITE
DESIGN" (PETROCELLI/CHARTER,1975)
R. C.-t_ I_,ha_tk
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WE PROPOSEQUANTIFYING THESE CONCEPTSSO THAT
--- ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS CAN BE COMPARED
_-- R..Cruickshank
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STRENGTH METRIC
TWO DIMENSIONAL, REPRESENTS:
• RELATIVE NUMBEROF INPUTSAND OUTPUTS
• DEPTHOF PROCESSING
X
Xo 7r
/ I
/ I
/
/ ! "
Yo
Y = NO. OF UNIQUE MODULE OUTPUTS
NO.OF UNIQUE MODULE INPUTS
(Y ANALOGOUSTO "GAIN" IN A CIRCUIT)
X = l/NO. OF ASSIGNMENTSTATEMENTS
(1/X ANALOGOUSTO "PHASESHIFT" IN A CIRCUIT)
s = Xo*JYo
S = STRENGTH = ,/×2+ y2
v
_-_ IL Cru_ck._h_n£
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TWO TYPES OF HIGH STRENGTHMODUI _-S-
FUNCTIONAL - ALL OF THE ELEMENTSRELATE TO THE PERFORMANCE
°-- OF A SINGLE FUNCTION
INFORMATIONAL - MULTIPLE FUNCTIONSPERFORMEDWITH A SINGLE
DATA STRUCTURE
=
R..Crui¢_
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EXAMPLEOF LOWERFUNCTIONAL STRENGTH
R: = _/'A + B
Z: = C+D
0: = R+Z
X = 1/3; Y = 1/4
S = V/(1/3) 2 + (1/4)2 = 0.414
EXAMPLE OF HIGHER FUNCTIONAL STRENGTH
0: = A+B+C+D
X = 1/1; Y = 1/4
S = _/il/1) 2 + (1/4)2 = 1.0308
R. Crukksh_k
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EXAMPLE OF HIGHER INFORMATIONAL STRENGTH
01: = A+B+C+D
02: = A 2 + B2 +C 2 + D2
03: = (A/B) X C+3D
X = 1/3;Y=3/4
S = J(1/3) 2 + (3/4) 2 = 0.81939
EXAMPLE OF LOWER INFORMATIONAL STRENGTH
01: = A+B
02: = C+D
X = 1/2; Y ---2/4
S = J(1/2) 2 + (2/4)2 = 0.707
R. Cruick.dumk
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SOMESTRENGTHDATA
' UNIQUE NO,OF
PROCEDUREINPUTS(1)I OUTPUTS(0) Y=O/I ASSIGNS(l/X) X S=_-2+ Y;
I
1 5 4 ,8000 11 ,0083 ,8051
2 6 5 ,8333 9 ,1111 ,8407
3 7 5 ,Z143 10 .1000 ,Z213
4 5 4 .8000 5 .2000 ,8246
_ 5 4 5 1.2500 7 ,14291,2581
[ ,
COUPLINGMETRIC
Z = REPRESENTSAVERAGEOF INPUTAND OUTPUT ITEMSSHARED BY
THIS MODULE AND ANOTHER ONE.
EXAMPLE: FOR MODULE MX
M2 --- M5
... M 6
r.
NUMBEROF ITEMS:
1 FROM M1
2 FROM M2
1 TO M 4
1 TO M5
3 TO M6
Z = 1+2+1+1+3 = 8 = 1.6
5 5
CAN COMPUTEAN AVERAGE Z OVER A SET OF MODULES
EXAMPLE: Z = 1.6 + 2.0 +3.0 = 2.2 FOR A 3 MODULE PROGRAM
3
R. Cruiclcthtnk
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_-_-, NUMERICALSTRENGTHAND COUPLINGMETRICSPROVIDEA
MEANS FORQUANTITIVELYCOMPARINGALTERNATIVEDESIGNS
R.CruickJhxnk
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MEASURING THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS:
A Tool for Software Design Evaluation
Susan S. Moy
Logicon, Inc.
ABSTRACT
This paper described the Design Metrics Evaluator (DME), a component of an automated software
design analysis system developed by Logicon. The DME quantitatively evaluates software design
attributes. Its use directs the analyst's attention to areas of a procedure, module, or complete
-program having a high potential for error.
INTRODUCTION
As the usage of computers has increased and their areas of application have broadened, software
reliability has become an issue of major concern. Considerable effort has been devoted to assess-
ing software reliability, and studies of software quality characteristics and software evaluation
technologies have produced reliability models and complexity metrics based on various approaches-
and parameters. Nevertheless, there are still severe limitations on our ability to evaluate the qual-
ity of computer software quantitatively and automatically.
..,..---.
At Logicon. efforts to enhance software evaluation methodology have produced a system of soft-
ware design analysis tools called LOGICFLOW. LOGICFLOW has the following components:
• A simple design language sufficiently versatile to relate high- and low-level, structured and
unstructured designs
• A design language processor to detect logical errors
• A translator to translate the design language into FORTRAN or JOVIAL
• A floweharter to generate flowcharts from design language, FORTRAN, and several as-
sembly languages
• A cross-reference generator to create an index of all design tokens (or symbols)
• A design metrics evaluator to generate metrics that reflect the characteristics of a software
design
The Desig,_Metrics Evaluator provides a quantitative measure of design quality. It facilitates en-
forcement of software development standards, encourages better design by providing feedback on
design quality during the design phase, and directs attention to areas where there is a high poten-
tial for errors. This early detection of errors in ti e desig,| phase can reduce software production
cost, improve software reliability, and contribute to timely completion of the software.
METIIOD_.)LOGY
The quality of a software design can be evaluated by comparing specific design characteristics with
_- predetermined evaluation criteria. The approach used to develop the Des.ign Metrics Evaluator was
.5..Moy
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to identify desirable software design characteristics, determine how to measure them, and estab-
lish a set of evaluation criteria.
The first step in developing the Design Metrics Evaluator was to identify a set of nonoverlapping,
desirable attributes of software design. The pertinent literature was surveyed and all relevant at-
tributes were extracted and recorded. Table 1 presents the list of desirable attributes compiled in
this way. All members of this initial set were examined, synonymous or redundant attributes
were gouped together, and the most meaningful or inclusive term in each group was chosen as
the representative "'name" for that group. The resulting attributes were then organized hierarchi-
cally, with attributes identified as goals at the top level and contributing factors at tile lower levels_
The attributes that emerged as goals were usability, maintainability, and generality. Usable soft-
ware is easy to work with and produces reliable results.
Maintainable software is understandable, modifiable, and verifiable. General software adapts
readily to new conditions and different configurations. Reliability and human factors are support-
ing factors Ibr the goal of usability: understandability, verifiability, and r,_odifiabilitysupport
maintainability: and reusability and transferability support generality. These supporting t'actors
can be further broken into components as shown in Figure 1.
• Once this basic hierarchy had been lbrmulated, the definitions of the design attributes were ex-
amined and a number of design criteria were identified for each. For example, some of the cri-
teria associated with structuredness are: Is the design modularized in accordance with the major
system functions? Are the modules organized heirarchically? Are all modules separate and
"-" distinct?
After the desirable software design attributes had been identified, design'language constructs were
studied and measurable features such as program length, statement size. etc.. were identified. A
prototype Design Metrics Evaluator was developed to collect statistics automatically on the desien
language constructs. These statistics were fornmlated into an initial set of metrics. Analysis of"
these metrics and their relationship to the design attributes revealed that not all design character-
istics identified earlier are quantitatively measurable." The metrics collected reflect the fact that
structural characteristics (such as the number of unconditional branches in a procedure) are the
most directly measurable. Difficult to quantil3' are the design characteristics related to the func-
tional aspects of a design (for example, the accuracy or the algorithms usedL
The initial set of design metrics was found to have the following limitations:
• Knowledge of the evaluation criteria is required to interpret the metricsf
• The metrics are not on the same absolute scale and therefore are difficult to compare or
combine
To overcome these limitations, normalization factors were developed. The design evaluation cri-
teria established earlier were used to formulate a normalization equation for each of the measur-
able de-signcharacteristics. (Some of the normalization equations and their rationales are pre-
sented in Table 2.1 An absolute measure ranging from 0 to 1, with I meaning most desirable.
was developed for each factor measured by the Design Metrics Evaluator. This allowed normalized
metrics to be combined to provide absolute measures for design characteristics at various levels
of the hierarchy. The calculation of the simplicity metric by combining its components is also
illustrated in Table 2.
S° Moy
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The importance of different design characteristics can vary for different applications. The overall
quality of a program'sdesign can be obtained by combining characteristicsof interest to that pro-
gram, weighted by their importance. The assignment of weights to the variousdesign characteris-
tics can be subjective and can vary accordingto application.
THE DESIGN METRICS EVALUATOR
The Design Metrics Evaluator is an automated software tool consisting of three modules that in-
terface through a global data base. The Metrics Module collects the design metrics during parsing
and stores the results in the global data base. The Normet Modulenormalizes the metrics. The
Display Module displays the resultant metrics, in normalized or unnormalized form.
The Design Metrics Evaluator has the capability of collecting design metrics fo_"a procedure, a
module, or a complete program. It is a user-oriented tool with six nser--selectableoptions:
• Collection of design metrics
• Listing of the prenormalized design metrics
• Normalization of the design metrics
• Output of normalized design metrics to a file
f- • Output of normalized design metrics to the printer
• Collection of program statistics
Design metrics for a module or a program can be calculated with user-specified weights assigned
to the design characteristics. This capability allows weights to be tailored or refined for a specific
software application.
Figure 2 presents the normalized design metrics for one module of a software tool. Shown at the
top are the metrics for three groups of attributes (simplicity, structuredness, and readability) for
the procedures identified in the left-most column. The parenthetical numbers are the standard
deviations for the module. These results indicate that, in general, the procedures of this module
are of reasonable leng_'h(program length metric = 0.766). The low statement size metric of
0.289 indicates that the statements are too long. This is in general true for all the procedures, as
indicated by the standard deviation of 0.186 and the statement size metric for each procedure.
The flow-interruption metric of 1.0 results because there are no unconditional branches in any ef
the procedures.
Absolute measures on selected design characteristics for themodule are shown at the bottom of
Figure 2. These metrics were obtained by combining the values of their supporting factors, •
weighted by importance. For example, the simplicity metrics were calculated with equal weight-
ings and the sufficiency metrics were calculated with simplicity weighted twice as much as
structuredness:
Simplicity = 1/4 (program length + statement size + decision aunt + statement nesting
level) ..
= 1/4 (0.766 + 0.289 + 0.614 + 0.896) = 0.641
Sufficiency = !/3 (2 simplicity + structuredness)
= ((2)(0.641 ) + 0.814) = 0.699
s. Moy
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The summary metrics suggest that the module is fairly well designed. The lowest value, 0.641,
for the simplicity metrics reflects the large statement size and points out that this area needs to
be improved. Furthermore, the maintainability metrics are higher than the usability metrics,
pointing out that the design is weak in the usability area.
FUTURE WORK
The current Design Metrics Evaluator supplies a program designer with objective metrics and sta-
tistics based on design language constructs. Although many design characteristics are not quanti-
tatively measurable, the DME output metrics provide a guideline for determining design quality.
Further work is being considered in the following areas:
• Development of systematic approach to subjective software design evaluation
• Incorporation of design metrics for data structures
• Incorporation of selected complexity metrics found in the literature
Further validation of the Design Metrics Evaluator is another area for future work. The toni has
been tested on a number of different software application programs but should be tested more
extensively before release for general use.
S..*,ioy
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Table 1
• " Candidate Software Characteristics
Acceptability Generality Robustness
Accessibility Hierarchicality Ruggedness
Accountability Human Factors Security
Accuracy Improvability Self--Containedness
Adaptability Integrity Self-Descriptiveness
Augmentability Intelligibility Serviceability
Brevity Interoperability Simplicity
Changeability Legibility Stability
Clarity Linearity Structuredness
Communicativeness Machine-Independence Succinctness
Compatibility Maintainability Sufficiency
Completeness Meaningfulness Terseness
I- Comprehensibility Modifiability Testability
Conciseness Modularity Tolerance
Confirmability Operability .Transferability
Consistency Orderedness Understandability
Convenience Portability Uniformity
Correctness Precision Usability
Expandability Readability User--Centeredness
Expressiveness Reliability Validity
Extensibility Repairability Verifiability
Flexi6ility Reusability
s. Moy
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Table 2. NormalizationEquationsfor the Componentsof Simplicity
_onent ),bsolute Measure gom_ntS
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studieS,Here. 59 IS chosenfor the reason that it 1$
where also the criterion for fitting the whole procedure Onto
one listing page. Thepiecevise contihu(._s function
n • nt_er of state.ents was defined such that the €o+r_le_ity of n function with
nomore than SOStatements increases gradually. Ihe
slope of the function turns steeper as the nuanberof
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i
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Figure 2. Listingof NormalizedMetricsfor a SampleModule and Its Procedures
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